Potts Point cafe takes aim Regions reap homeless
at council over closure

The former La Croix cafe in Potts Point

“My husband and I have been dealing with
the same council regulations for years and
only out of submission have we kept our doors
open,” she said. “We just had to jump through
their hoops.”
One hoop through which Ms Wilkes and
her partner refused to jump was with regard to
a “potential” noise complaint. A resident filed a
complaint with council about the potential for
noise from the outdoor seating of La Croix.
“We were then told to get a noise pollutant
report which was going to cost us between
$18,000 to $25,000,” Ms Wilkes told City News.
“And this was based on a complaint about
‘possible’ noise.”
After standing their ground, they felt unfairly
targeted. “We had some really lovely decorative
words like ‘Paris’ and ‘Chandelier’ put on the
windows but we were told it was graffiti and
that we had to remove them.”
Finally, it was an issue regarding outdoor
seating and toilets that wore the owners down to
a point of no return.
“Business was picking up and the locals loved
the cafe so we applied for additional seating in
our outdoor section,” Ms Wilkes said. “We were
told that in order for our request to be granted
we would have to install two additional toilets.”
After determining they could not afford the
installation, and considering their previous
grievances with council, the La Croix owners
made the decision to close. “We simply knew
council would make it impossible for us to
further our venture, so we cut our losses”.
A spokesperson for the City of Sydney said
they had been in negotiations with the business
about relaxing some of the NSW Land and
Environment Court’s conditions, but “La Croix
elected not to proceed”.
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funding but city loses out

BY TOM NEALE
The state government’s
budget for homelessness will be
overhauled in 2014, with funding
to be distributed on a “needs
basis” – to areas with a lower
socio-economic status.
Funding will go to areas with
greater instances of factors
causing homelessness. The
changes mean regions such as
the Hunter and New England
will see funding boosted from
$16.4m 2013/14 to $18m each
year between 2014 and 2017,
according to the Department of
Family and Community Services.
But that will come at
the expense of services in
metropolitan Sydney, with services
funding to be cut from $45 million
in 2013/2014 to $39.5 million each
year between 2014 - 2017.
The decision has been met
with a mixed response. Michael
Perusco, CEO of St Vincent De
Paul NSW, supports the changes
and said the homelessness
system had developed in an adhoc way over time.
“We welcome the move to
reallocate resources to areas that
most need them,” he said.
“The changes will lead to better
outcomes for people who are
homeless and ensure people have

access to services close to them
rather than drifting into the city”.
Mr Perusco said it was
important for government and
the sector to focus on early
intervention to stop people
becoming homeless in the first
place.
But City of Sydney Greens
councillor Irene Doutney said
that the changes could mean
that homeless people who have
become social housing tenants in
the city will lose out.
“Over a three year period,
we have housed 199 former
homeless people across the City
of Sydney local government areas
as part of the Way2Home Housing
Project,” Ms Doutney said.
“My concern is for those
homeless people and rough

sleepers who may now not be
housed in public housing when the
Way2Home project ends in June.”
A spokesperson for the Minister
of Family and Community
Services said the changes deliver
“a better balance between crisis
support and much needed early
intervention and prevention
responses”.
Fred* a homeless man who
has been living in central Sydney
for several years, said it was
problematic that services can’t be
purchased by trading things other
than cash.
Tenders for the funding will
close in January 2014 with
contracts for the provision of
homeless services to regional
areas to be finalised by July.
* Not his real name

Trees uprooted Must love dogs - or don’t buy one
BY TRIANA O’KEEFE
many of the holiday gift pets
probably a good reason why.”
for tram line
It’s that time of year again
are up for adoption.”
For those who want to do

BY PAUL GREGOIRE
City of Sydney Labor councillor Linda Scott has
raised concerns over the clearing of 780 trees as
part of the CBD and South East Light Rail project.
The new tracks will also eliminate around 900
parking spaces between the City and Randwick.
“One of my main concerns is the removal of 780
trees along the route which include some of those
beautiful huge trees in Moore Park,” Ms Scott said.
“There must be a way that we can avoid cutting
down that many trees.”
NSW Transport Minister Gladys Berejiklian
said there are plans to replace the trees.
“Where the loss of trees is unavoidable, for
significant trees Transport for NSW has committed
to planting eight trees for every one tree lost within
the local area,” she said.
But Greens councillor Irene Doutney doubts the
viability of the tree replacement plan.
“The EIS [Environmental Impact Statement]
promises to replace each lost tree with eight new
ones, I…doubt that there is the space for such
a large replacement number of trees,” said Ms
Doutney.
In a letter distributed to local residents, Lord
Mayor Clover Moore said the City would
minimise the amount of trees removed along the
Surry Hills-Devonshire St route.
“The EIS reports a ‘worst-case’ removal of up to
140 trees along the Surry Hills route,” she wrote.
“The City will work actively to retain as many
trees as possible and ensure new trees are planted
for any that are removed.”
Ms Scott said a community proposal for an
alternative route beneath Foveaux St should be
considered.
“I think that we need to see very clear reasons
why that’s been rejected,” she said.

where we frantically try to
outdo ourselves and find
better presents than last year.
And what better gift is there
than the gift of friendship?
Man’s best friend, right?
Not necessarily. While
the thought of a cute little
puppy running around the
tree on Christmas morning
sounds like a brilliant idea,
the RSPCA is warning us to
think twice.
Gift dogs can soon be
forgotten, just like other toys
which fast become old news.
And unlike sweaters from
nan or socks from aunty, pets
cannot be returned.
“Around this time of year
we experience a definite
spike in the number of
patients,” said Lukas Picton
from the Royal Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals. Their caseload can
skyrocket by more than 4000.
Mr Picton said people who
give animals as gifts often
fail to consider the long term
effects.
“The animal gift giver is
often after the high and thrill
of seeing the person’s face
light up. And for an hour,
a week, maybe even a year,
everything works out just
dandy,” he said.
“The reality is, soon after,

The RSPCA has a strict
“no surprise” adoption policy,
but most pet shops and
breeders do not follow this
code. Pet adoption should be
a carefully-considered decision
taken with the family’s
consent, Mr Picton said.
“If you know a particular
person is a dog lover, but does
not already have one, there’s

a good deed for animals this
Christmas, charities are often
the better way to go. Based
in Surry Hills, Give a Dog
a Bone is a local drive that
organises food donations for
cats and dogs. All donations
make their way to the
RSPCA as well as Monikas
Doggy Rescue and other
projects for pets in need.
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BY TRIANA O’KEEFE
Yet another popular establishment has fallen
victim to prescriptive City of Sydney regulations,
with Potts Point cafe La Croix closing its doors.
“We have closed as we are no longer
able to continue to operate under council’s
unreasonably restrictive conditions”, the cafe’s
website reads.
Cafe co-owner Annie Wilkes describes it
using terms of warfare. She said council went to
extraordinary lengths to “force our final hand
in defeat”. Since opening, the cafe had become
a local haunt for all ages and was considered by
the community as one of the “greats”.
One of La Croix’s familiar faces, who wished
to remain anonymous as she also owns a
hospitality business on council property, says
she “understands their pain and can sympathise
with their situation”.

The RSPCA has a “no surprises” policy
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EXCLUSIVE

Builder makes bid for Italian Forum Council rejects

BY Michael Koziol
The beleaguered Italian Forum
Limited has received a takeover
offer from its largest creditor, Novati
Constructions, which built the first
phase of the cultural centre.
Novati has offered to pay all
creditors, which amounts to $2.4
million, and would sign a 15-year
lease for the Actors Centre Australia
to occupy the space. The company
is owed $617,000 by the IFL.
Executive director of
administrator SV Partners, Stephen
Hathway, said he had accepted the
Novati proposal despite it coming
after the closing date for expressions
of interest. He told City News it
was unusual for a creditor to make
such a bid.
“The way [they] did it at a
creditors’ meeting was a fairly
unique approach,” he said.
As previously revealed, the other
bidders include Italian language
school Co.As.It. and a childcare
provider, Tick Tock Services. Mr
Hathway is currently negotiating
legal and financial details with the
interested parties and described the
contest as a “close-knit finish”.
Novati general manager Marco
Novati said his offer would preserve
the centre’s connection with the
Italian community.
“I’m Italian, I’ve around for long
enough to know that nothing stops
Italians occupying that space at
all,” he said. “It’s a shame that the
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politics may take over rather than
the logic.”
Mr Novati said he had offered to
bring Co.As.It. in on the lease but
was rejected.
“They’re chasing their own
dreams…but in my opinion it’s not
a dream about the forum.”
He also said the forum’s
commercial and residential strata
title holders would not accept a
childcare facility on the roof of the
cultural centre.
Co.As.It. general manager
Thomas Camporeale told a meeting
of Leichhardt Council that “our bid
doesn’t rely on us leasing the centre
to any third party”.
“We will bring seniors to the
centre, we will run classes from the
centre, we will bring our library to
the centre, we’ll run cooking classes
from the centre and we’ll finally
open this centre up to local schools

and seniors’ productions,” he said.
The actors centre and other
groups would still be welcome to
lease the theatre.
Co.As.It. upped its initial
$1.7 million offer to $2.2 million
including a deferred payment,
which has made its bid more
competitive.
Mr Hathway said that because all
creditors are likely to be paid in full,
the assessment is more subjective
than strictly financial, and would
be about “what would suit the
Leichhardt and Norton St forum”.
He told City News the decision
will “predominantly” be made by
Leichhardt Council, which has a
$440,000 liability and responsibility
for a $2.9 million contingent grant
from the federal government.
Mr Hathway intends to outline
the remaining proposals at this
Tuesday’s council meeting.

A final decision looms: the Italian Forum in Leichhardt

rate rise

BY Michael Koziol
Leichhardt Council’s director of corporate
services will be tasked with finding millions
of dollars in savings after the council
unanimously rejected a special rate variation.
A 300-page report from council officers
recommended that a rate rise of between 0.7
and 2.06 per cent above the cap go to public
exhibition over the summer months.
But Mayor Darcy Byrne skewered the
proposal at the outset. He said that without tripartisan support on council, a long-term rate
variation should not go ahead.
The Greens had previously indicated
it would vote against public exhibition.
Now the decision to reject the officers’
recommendation has sparked a political row
over who can take credit.
Greens councillor Daniel Kogoy said his
party had always been opposed to a rise.
“The community must be congratulated
for a successful campaign to overturn Labor
and Liberal Party plans for an excessive rates
rise,” he said.
Mr Byrne accused his opponents of
hypocrisy, noting that all Greens councillors
voted in favour of the initial community
consultation around a rate variation.
“To vote for something and then criticise
the other parties who voted for it with you [is]
pretty amateur and dishonest,” he said.
Council Liberals joined the fray, with John
Jobling declaring that his party would have
also moved a motion to reject the officers’
report. But two weeks ago Mr Jobling told this
newspaper he would “probably” support the
plan going on public exhibition.
Attention will now turn to the efficiency

Leichhardt Mayor Darcy Byrne

measures required to ameliorate a widening
infrastructure gap. Mr Bryne said he did not
yet know where they would come from.
“The director of corporate services is
responsible for the budget. He will now be
directed to review all of our procurement and
major projects, and provide recommendations
about what savings can be found.”
One area frequently cited in community
consultation was Leichhardt Council’s staffing
budget. Approximately 49 per cent of total
outlays are spent on staff, figures show.
But Mr Byrne said targeting the payroll was
not a panacea. “It is true that other councils
spend less on full time employed staff. They
do that by contracting out – the privatisation
of services,” he said.
Mr Bryne said evidence shows staff are
“competitive” and “in some cases more cost
effective”. As part of the rate rise consultation,
a private contractor cost council $40,000. The
time and opportunity costs of council officers
could not be calculated, he said, because it
was part of their “day-to-day work tasks”.

Party on: Laneway Festival approved
“I’ve always supported the
fact that we have this festival,”
Greens councillor Rochelle
Porteous said. “I just question
whether that choice of that
particular location in Callan
Park is the best choice once the
festival grows to a certain size.”
“There are unique botanics,
botanics that you can’t replace
anywhere else. [Callan Park] is
a very special part of Sydney,
which we want to retain and we
don’t want to put at risk.”
But Leichhardt Mayor Darcy
Byrne, who has positioned
himself as a champion of live
music, rejected these sentiments.
“If our shared goal is to
bring Callan Park back to life,
we can’t wrap it in plastic…
things will have to change,” he
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By EDMUND KIRKWOOD
After a heated debate lasting
nearly an hour and a half, the
Leichardt Council approved
a development application for
the 2014 St Jerome’s Laneway
Festival, which will increase the
event’s capacity by 4000 patrons
to 12,000.
The approval had been
recommended by council officers
and various state government
agencies, but was opposed by
members of the Greens and
local lobby group Friends of
Callan Park.
They argued the event, to
be held at the Sydney College
of the Arts campus on Callan
Park in Rozelle, could not hold
more than 8000 without severely
damaging the heritage-listed site.

Hall Greenland says the Laneway Festrival should consider a new venue
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said, warning that rejecting the
application could see the festival
leave the inner west.
“Reducing the capacity to
8,000 people without any
recommendation to do so from
the police…will have one certain
result - it will imperil the event
in the future,” Mr Byrne said.
“The promoters will have no
choice but to look for another
venue next year.”
The council was deadlocked
5-5 on a Greens amendment
to limit the capacity to 8000.
Liberal councillors VeraAnn Hannaford and Tony
Constantino sided with the
Greens. Mr Byrne used his
casting vote to defeat the
amendment. The primary
motion was then supported
unanimously.
The festival has been identified
as a positive way to boost the
profile of the iconic Callan
Park as a natural space for the
community to share.
Last year Laneway’s capacity
was capped primarily due
to concerns the event would
contribute to Saturday
traffic congestion within the
surrounding area. This year
the festival will take place on
Sunday, February 5, alleviating
traffic implications.
The decision will please the
event’s promoters, but not all
attendees were sold on the merit

of expanding capacity.
Jono Leonard, a 21-year old
Sydney University student who
will attend the festival, said a
bigger space than Callan Park
would be welcome.
“When I was there two years
ago, it did get cramped,” he
told City News. “Some of the
stages weren’t quite big enough
considering the world class acts
that were playing.”
The matter garnered a large
amount of public interest. The
council gallery included Greens
NSW convenor and president
of Friends of Callan Park, Hall
Greenland, and Australian
music industry heavyweight
and promoter of the Laneway
Festival, Michael Chugg.
Labor and Greens councillors
accused each other of politicising
the issue in response to
inflammatory comments directed
toward councillor Michele
McKenzie, prompting Mr Byrne
to question the suitability of Hall
Greenland acting as president of
Friends of Callan Park.
Mr Byrne said the decision to
approve the extra capacity was a
victory over the “fun police”.
“While many festivals are
struggling and Sydney’s live
music industry faces real
challenges, Laneway has been
the best thing to happen to the
inner west live music scene in
years,” he said.

news in brief
Assault charges
dismissed

Glebe Youth Service
closed

Gay activist Bryn Hutchinson,
who was accused of
assaulting police at this
year’s Mardi Gras parade, is
relieved to have the charges
against him dismissed.
NSW police are yet to
respond appropriately to
complaints made about
officers’ conduct toward him
and Jamie Jackson, who
was arrested in a separate
incident that night.
“I don’t believe the police
have really done anything
other than a PR campaign,”
Mr Hutchinson said.
He told City News he has “grave
concerns” about misconduct
within the police force and
called for a wide-ranging
inquiry.
“Despite all the stress, I had
faith that the justice system
was going to look at the
evidence and see that there
were holes in what the police
were saying.”
Both incidents served to
escalate tension between
NSW Police and the gay
community. Mr Hutchinson
said it was likely the message
would be heard at next year’s
parade.
“Mardi Gras is a place for
political debate and I imagine
there will be some reference
to that.”

A fire safety report has
forced the closure of Glebe
Youth Service (GYS), which
provided recreation and
support to young people in
the area.
The report was
commissioned by the
NSW Land and Housing
Corporation, the body
responsible for 144,000 social
housing dwellings across the
state. According to GYS, the
report found “some safety
issues” with the building,
resulting in its immediate
closure.
“This decision came without
warning and has placed us in
a difficult position,” GYS said
in a press release.
“We are currently unable to
provide our regular programs
and services.”
Greens member for Balmain,
Jamie Parker, blamed
the Land and Housing
Corporation for not identifying
safety issues earlier.
“This closure will have
serious impacts on the
community, removing vital
services without notice or
consultation,” he said.
A community meeting will be
held at Glebe Public School
at 3.30pm today, December
5, to explore options for the
group’s future.

Leichhardt leads on lead contamination Media
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newsletters.
“Council encourages raised garden beds
and residents to bring new soil onto their
properties,” the spokesperson said.
But the council webpage contains no such
advice. Several articles detail recommendations
on asbestos, swimming pools and noise
pollution, yet the page on lead reads only
“information coming soon”.
Other local governments, including North
Sydney, publish extensive information on lead
in the home and garden.
Mr Taylor said councils may be able to
request assessments of soil quality at residences
whenever they are sold or leased. But a
Leichhardt Council spokesperson said this
would be impossible to implement as they do
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By JOHN GOODING
Lead contamination in Leichhardt’s soil is
among the worst in Sydney, a recent study has
revealed. Yet the local council has relatively
little information available for gardeners,
families and growers about its dangers.
The Macquarie University study, led by
environmental science professor Mark Taylor,
found one in five backyard soil samples had
lead content of more than 300 parts per
million. This was reported by the Sydney
Morning Herald last month.
Lead levels were high in inner urban districts
such as Willoughby and Marrickville, which
recorded an average of 565 parts per million.
The 15 samples from Leichhardt contained
580 parts per million of lead, on average. One
backyard in Newtown registered 5000ppm.
While no level of lead exposure is
entirely safe, Australian guidelines stipulate
that levels above 300ppm should warrant
further investigation. The lead content of
uncontaminated soil is around 30ppm.
Lead exposure and poisoning can cause
permanent intellectual impairment or brain
damage. Children are particularly at risk from
putting their hands or fingers in their mouth
after touching contaminated material.
Local councils and government bodies
are limited in what they can do to address
contamination in garden soil on private
property.
“In some ways, the responsibility rests with
the homeowners,” Mr Taylor said. Measures
that residents can take to reduce risks include
covering the soil with mulch and teaching
children to wash their hands after being in the
backyard.
A spokesperson for Leichhardt Council told
City News that guidelines on lead are provided
to residents through the council’s website and

“The plants don’t absorb it”: Ian Poulton

not track the breakdown of rental and nonrental properties.
While lead is a human health hazard,
fortunately it is not a significant detriment for
most crops growing in the soil.
“[Lead content] doesn’t actually matter
from a plant perspective,” said Ian Poulton,
co-ordinator of the White Creek community
garden in Annandale. “The plants don’t
actually absorb it.”
But other contaminants may present a
problem for gardeners.
“There are parts of Sydney that are
radioactive, there are parts that have got
dioxins,” Mr Poulton said. “We couldn’t get the
soil tested on the extensions to the community
garden so we chose to raise those up away
from the existing soil.”
The amount of lead in the inner west has
always been high. A 1992 study by the Public
Health Unit for Central and Southern Sydney
concluded that “lead in soil and in household
dust in older areas of Sydney is likely to
represent a significant health hazard to young
children”.
“There is an urgent need for expanded
prevalence surveys, public education and the
development of strategies for the abatement
of lead in urban environments,” the study
continued.
The major sources of backyard lead
contamination are lead from house paint,
leaded petrol and emissions from foundries
and smelters.
“Sydney’s lead levels are a legacy of past
practices,” said NSW Environmental Protection
Authority spokesperson Liza Cassidy.
“The banning of lead paints, the
introduction of unleaded petrol and tighter
regulation of major industries in NSW have all
contributed to a steady decrease in lead levels.”

set for a
summer
shake-up
by JONATHAN MIMO
The new year will bring a
motley crew of fresh faces
and sideways shifts in the
Australian media landscape.
The UK’s Daily Mail
announced last week it is
teaming up with Ninemsn
in the new year to launch
a news and entertainment
website that aims to be the
largest digital operation in
Australia.
The Mail’s publisher,
Martin Clarke, said dailymail.
com.au would provide
Australian readers with local
and international news in a
“reader-friendly” style.
“Australia is just one part of
a global operation and it is the
scale that makes these things
possible,” said Mr Clarke.
MailOnline, which is
distinctive for its celebrity
focus, copious photos and
“click-bait” stories, is currently
the most popular newspaper
website in the world. It is likely
to compete most directly with
news.com.au and the Sydney
Morning Herald website.
“The thing that have made

the Daily Mail successful
online are the same things
that have made the Daily Mail
successful in print for many
years in Britain: fantastic
stories that people want
to read with great words,
fantastic pictures, really great
headlines,” Mr Clarke said.
With Guardian Australia
and MailOnline offering free
content online, it’s unclear
how the News Corp and
Fairfax paywalls will fare
- while the future of print
remains dire, with circulation
in freefall.
But Morry Schwartz,
publisher of The Monthly and
Quarterly Essay, is heading
in the opposite direction. He
recently announced a new
weekly newspaper called The
Saturday Paper, to be edited
by former Herald journalist
Erik Jensen.
“There is no question
in my mind that newsprint
remains the best place to
read long-form journalism,”
Mr Jensen wrote in an article
on Guardian Australia.
Meanwhile in the radio
world, Mix 106.5 is expected
to rebrand to Kiis 106.5 and
will be joined by breakfast
stalwarts Kyle and Jackie O.
The duo left 2Day FM last
week after 13 years, including
six years and 51 consecutive
surveys in the number one
slot.
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“One of the fundamental
principles is that everyone is treated
equally before the law and we have
laws being passed and considered
in the future that would seem to
treat people differently,” he said.
“So if you commit a crime you
might get one punishment and then
if you happen to be someone that
rides a motorcycle or is a member
of a controlled organisation you get
a completely different punishment.”
Thousands of bikies protested
against Queensland’s VLAD laws
at the weekend with similar protests
in Victoria and NSW, where up
to 500 people gathered outside
Parliament House in Sydney.
Mr Priestley highlighted
Germany’s interest in the case and
compared Campbell Newman’s
laws to Hitler’s laws targeting Jews
and Roma.
“One of the interesting indicators
for us in Sydney was the most
media interest shown was actually
from Germany – they told us that
there is widespread interest because
they are comparing what Campbell
Newman is doing with what Hitler
did in 1933,” he said.
“Where Campbell Newman’s
legislation is, is where Hitler’s
legislation was in relation to Roma
and Jews. The German people sat
back and said nothing when those
laws just applied to them – then
those laws were applied more
widely and more widely.”
Andy Hargs, a Sydney Trains
employee who attended the rally,

expressed fear that he would be
targetted while riding with friends.
“I just want to go out for a
peaceful ride with my mates,” he
said. “I don’t want to be pulled
over being told my rights, ‘take
your shirt off we want to see
your tattoos’, [or] sit down for 20
minutes while they check your
background - all that sort of stuff.”
Mr Hargs felt the laws go too far.
“I can understand to a point
them doing it to the right sort of
people but you get a lot of stories of
police targeting the wrong people.”
Legislation recently brought into
force in Victoria will allow courts
to suspend or cancel the driving
licence of any person convicted or

found guilty of an offence.
Mr Cameron warned that ill
thought-out policies would create
laws that end up being abused.
“You have got the Queensland
government making bad law on
the run and that is putting political
pressure on other states where
people are saying: ‘What are you
doing?’”
“Then it becomes like a
contagious disease where before
long we will be having state
governments all across Australia
seeking to emulate these ridiculous
and crazy proposals we’ve seen in
Queensland.”
Mr Newman’s office did not
respond to requests for comment.
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BY ADAM HUNT
Critics fear Queensland’s
anti-bikie legislation targeting
criminal bikie gangs will result
in the harassment of innocent
motorcyclists and has been likened
to Germany’s 1933 persecution of
Roma and Jews.
The Vicious Lawless Associate
Disestablishment Bill (VLAD) is
directed at groups of three or more
people presumed to be conducting
unlawful acts.
Innocent groups could be
stopped, searched, arrested and
charged and would have to prove
they were not performing illegal
activities in the course of their
association or face 25 years in jail.
“It’s not just about Queensland,”
said Lance Priestley, participant at
Occupy Sydney. “We have in place
the equivalent in NSW which is the
Criminal Organisation Control Act.
“The NSW Government has
selected not to [apply them] as
of yet but the danger for the rest
of the states is if any of this stuff
gets through the High Court [in
Queensland] they apply in all the
other states.”
The NSW legislation embraces
the Queensland model and grants
the Supreme Court powers to
declare an organisation as criminal.
Cameron Murphy, national
secretary of the Council for Civil
Liberties, expressed concern that
such laws could persecute people
for being a member of a particular
organisation.

Concerned that laws will spread to NSW: motorcyclist Andy Hargs

Cartoon: Peter Berner

Newman’s Queensland likened to the Third Reich

opinion

Oscar’s shaggy story comes to a sad end
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In February (at Council’s request) I
obtained a costly professional behavioural
assessment of Oscar, which was prepared
by Dr Kersti Seskel, Australia’s leading
animal behaviourist, who categorically
found Oscar was not a dangerous dog and
did not pose a risk to the community.
In August Council ignored Dr Seskel’s
report, instead recommending that
Oscar still be considered dangerous.
At a Council committee meeting City
Councillors unanimously rejected an
alternative report which had been
prepared by Dr Robert Holmes, a
Melbourne based behaviourist, who
staggeringly claimed he could assess Oscar
without ever coming face to face with
him. Councillors demanded that a new
behaviourist be obtained.

Three days before he died, the City flew
yet another animal behaviourist up from
Melbourne to assess Oscar. At Council’s
request I opened my house to Dr Gabrielle
Carter, who spent three hours assessing
Oscar as he lay calmly next to her on our
family sofa. After asking me a barrage
of questions about my family dog, she
conducted a physical exam, slapping
Oscar directly on his arthritic hip with
such force that he fell down onto his belly
in considerable pain. Dr Carter knew he
had arthritis before she struck him.
The following Sunday night I rushed
Oscar to the Sydney University Animal
Hospital where the attending vet told me
he was suffering from internal bleeding.
X-rays revealed he had a ruptured
cancerous spleen and that the cancer had
Photo: Lawrence Gibbons

BY LAWRENCE GIBBONS
Last month I lost my best friend. For
the last nine years Oscar and I lived in a
back lane in Darlinghurst together with
his brother Felix, another rescue pup.
When Oscar was just eight weeks old I
brought him home from the pound. Felix
followed a few months later. Six years ago
the Odd Couple famously attended the
Lord Mayor’s Christmas party dressed
as reindeer where they were the belles of
the ball.
Earlier this year, Oscar wound up in
the gossip section of the Sydney Morning
Herald and his mug shot appeared in the
Daily Telegraph after the controversial
magistrate Pat O’Shane refused to
overturn a City of Sydney declaration
that he was “a dangerous dog.” The
year-long trial against Oscar was mounted
back in 2011 after a peculiar individual
approached and taunted the two dogs
while they were tied up opposite a bottle
shop and their former step father was off
buying grog.
Oscar was defended in court by the
high profile barrister and former Deputy
Lord Mayor, Dixie Coulton, who thought
there were a number of grounds for appeal
against O’Shane’s decision (including the
fact that Council gave different locations
for an alleged back lane biting incident;
withheld evidence and did not allow me to
call a single witness after a year-long trial).
Rather than launch a costly Supreme
Court appeal, I instead applied to the
City of Sydney seeking a review of its
then-year-old dangerous dog declaration.

Best friends: Lawrence Gibbons with Oscar

moved into his lungs. He was dying and
was in considerable pain. That night I held
Oscar as he was euthanized and died in
my arms. According to the vet, a sudden
fall could have ruptured the swollen
spleen.
In her report to Council, Dr Carter
found Oscar did not display any signs
of anxiety, arousal or aggression.
Unconvinced, last week, Council once
again listed the matter of Oscar the now
dead dog in its committee papers. Despite
the fact that no incidents involving Oscar
had occurred in the two years since he was
taunted in a back lane, the government
bureaucrats were now proposing to
retroactively declare Oscar as a “menacing
dog” under new laws just enacted by the
State Government last month (explaining
why Council took a year to review Oscar’s
appeal to Council). As a “menacing dog”
Oscar would still be muzzled and never
allowed to romp with his brother Felix, if
he were alive to worry about it.
On Monday 2 December, I addressed
the City of Sydney Council committee
meeting in response to their proposal
to declare my dead dog “menacing,”
saying, “Any politician or bureaucrat who
seriously believes that muzzling a dog
and keeping him on a lead at all times is
humane should walk around wearing such
a muzzle in public. Many ratepayers would
approve. Laws controlling dangerous
and menacing dogs were established to
ensure that people do not breed, raise
or keep vicious canines. They were not
created to respond to petty squabbles

between precious inner city dog owners
or to protect crazy people who approach
and provoke tethered dogs in back lanes.
Council should only ever impose control
orders, curtail civil liberties and threaten
serious penalties in the most extreme
circumstances.”
Talk about being hounded to death.
Over the last year, the Lord Mayor’s
own Chief of Staff, James Zanotto has
been seen outside my house on several
occasions. Concerned that a political
operative might be patrolling my house
(instead of City rangers), I wrote to
Council seeking clarification several times.
No one has ever denied that Mr Zanotto
was checking to see if I was complying
with orders placed against me and Oscar.
In mid August I told the Sydney
Morning Herald “I, for one, will not
be muzzled.” Several weeks later Lord
Mayor Clover Moore threatened to sue
me personally for defamation. On 5
September, I published a report that a
development application for a deck in
Surry Hills might have been rejected
because the applicant objected to a bike
lane outside his house. Concerns that the
office of the Lord Mayor might be used
to pursue perceived political enemies are
not mollified when the Lord Mayor’s chief
of staff is seen to be actively patrolling
the house of a local newspaper publisher.
Needless to say I have not been invited to
this year’s Town Hall Christmas party.
Lawrence Gibbons is the publisher of
this newspaper

Australian Technology Park Suite 3220 Locomotive
Workshop 2 Locomotive Street, Eveleigh (02) 9209
4220 atp.com.au
Christmas at Australian Technology Park is exciting. The
Conference Centre fills up with parties and the Locomotive
Workshop turns into a festive wonderland. This year they’re
dedicated to helping local families. A Wishing Tree has
been organised in conjunction with Connect Redfern and
The Smith Family, allowing tenants to choose a star and
purchase a gift for children. They’re hosting the annual
Salvation Army Christmas Lunch, with more than 1000
expected to attend the free lunch which is put on for the
poor and disadvantaged. The Australian Technology Park is
wishing all a happy and safe festive season.
It’s colour and diversity that you’ll
find when Christmas shopping on
Sydney’s Westside.
A cluster of urban villages, the
Westside offers you an array of
vintage furnishings, peasant cuisines
and hipster fashions.
As you try to fill that stocking,
what’s offered to you is a series of
unique adventures while browsing
for funky threads on King, innovative
homewares on Harris and trinkets on
Glebe Point.
Hitting the pavement on the West
you feel as if you’ve taken a trip
around the world as you experience
each distinct high street.
Shopping Westside really makes your
Christmas gifts unique.

Annandale Interiors 38-42 Parramatta
Rd, Stanmore (02) 9565 1275
jvincentinternational.com
Annandale Interiors is your first stop in the Inner West
this Christmas for all your furniture and homeware
needs. Using the finest leather, textiles and timber,
Annandale Interiors have succeeded in bringing
together one of the finest collections in Australia. In
store now are a range of discount offers covering
everything from Brighton Luminous jerry can lights to
recycled drum party tubs, and 20% off all J Vincent
leather goods for pre-Christmas deliveries. So if you’re
looking to buy that gift that speaks sophistication,
or just treating yourself this Christmas, you can’t go
further than Annandale Interiors.

All Occasions Limos 1300 955 190
alloccasionslimos.com
Take a ride to that special event this Christmas season
with All Occasions Limos. With the latest vehicles and
prices that aren’t much more than the price of a cab, All
Occasions Limos are Sydney’s distinguished chauffeur
service. Whether it’s your work Christmas party, setting off
to the airport for your holiday or the wedding of a loved
one, you’ll arrive punctually and in style. All Occasions
Limos offer a 24/7 booking service and the chauffeurs are
dressed in a fashion you’d expect. You’ll cause a stir when
you arrive at your special event in luxury with All Occasions
Limos.

Café on Johnston, 63 Johnston St, Annandale
(02) 9660 5103
Drop into Café on Johnston this festive season and you’ll
realise why locals call it the café with a difference. As you
enter into the spacious café it strikes you, with the walls
covered in artwork and the relaxing courtyard outside. It’s
the aroma of the coffee - since they’ve changed it, people
keep coming back. With their Mediterranean flavours, Café
on Johnston is the only café that specialises in wraps, and
there’s the popular “dish of the day”. They serve organic
muffins baked daily and gluten free options. They’re
catering for Christmas and they’re open both Christmas and
Boxing day.

Foundry 616
616 Harris St, Ultimo
(02) 9211 9442 foundry616.com.au
If you want a little be-bop in your Christmas cheer
then head on down to Foundry 616. Featuring the
best jazz and contemporary crossover music this
city has to offer, Foundry 616 is Sydney’s coolest
jazz venue. Early in the season star of screen
and stage, Justine Clarke, will be performing her
favourite jazz tunes, December 7. Closer to the
big day catch the debut EP launch of renowned
Sydney jazz singer Natalie Dietz, December 21.
Drop into Foundry 616 this Christmas to hear the
cream of the Australian and international jazz
scene blow the top off the roof.
Frattini Italian Restaurant, 122
Marion St, Leichhardt (02) 9569 2997
frattinirestaurant.com.au
Join in the Christmas spirit at Sydney’s most
authentic Italian restaurant - Frattini. Synonymous
with Leichhardt, Frattini has been celebrating
Christmas with inner city locals for 22 years. It’s a
family run restaurant offering traditional Italian food
that makes you feel you’re in the old country and
keeps you coming back. This year they’re giving
gifts - so drop in for a meal and your chance to win
in their grand Christmas giveaway. Present this page
when you dine at Frattini’s this festive season and
receive a free bottle of wine right up until the end of
January.

The Hardware Store, 50 McCauley Street,
Alexandria & 50 Evans St, Balmain 02 9319 5216
thehardwarestore.com.au
This Christmas whether you’re looking for that perfect gift
for your father or you’ve got to repair a leaking tap, head
to the one hardware outlet that offers genuine service
- the Hardware store. Catering for builders, businesses
and local customers, the Hardware store is independently
owned, allowing them to give you a shopping experience
you won’t find anywhere else. With two Westside locations
in Alexandria and Balmain, they employ local staff and
support the local community. Pay a visit to the Hardware
store this festive season for a range of special offers to help
fill your Christmas swag.

Harvey Norman Broadway, Shop 119 Level 1
Broadway Shopping Centre 1 Bay Street, Broadway
(02) 9219 5200
harveynorman.com.au
If you’re looking to fill those stockings with electrical
and computing gifts this Christmas then Harvey Norman
Broadway is the place for you. For gamers they’ve got
the latest release gaming consoles with PlayStation 4 and
Xbox One. The selection of personal care products is huge,
including the new VS Sassoon Curl Secret and Remington’s
IPL hair removal system. Check out the latest in state-ofthe-art audio visual in store now with the LG 100” laser
TV and a range BEATs headphones. This season Harvey
Norman Broadway has so much on offer you could fill a
sleigh.

Fraser Motorcycles, 153-165 Parramatta Rd,
Concord (02) 8741 3000
frasermotorcycles.com.au
If it’s cruising down the highway on a Hog that does
it for you this Yuletide season, pay a visit to Fraser
motorcycles. Australia’s leading dealership for brands
Ducati and Harley Davidson, Fraser Motorcycles Concord
caters for all your cycle needs. A visit to the state of the
art showroom is an experience with its huge range of
motorcycles and open plan workshop area. And if you
want to get your photo taken with that big man in red,
then head on down December 7 to catch Santa on a
cycle. All donations go to the Salvation Army.
The Imperial Hotel, 35 Erskineville
Rd, Erskineville (02) 9519 9899
theimperialhotel.com.au
If it’s lipstick and mascara on your wish list this
Christmas, then the Imperial Hotel can really fill
your stockings. Sydney’s leading venue for cabaret
and drag talent, the Imperial has a line up of
dazzling Cabaret room shows over the festive
season. The weekend before, there’s Diamond in
the Rough on the Friday and Cirque Du So Gay on
Saturday. Christmas Eve is set to sparkle as Dame
Gaynor Tension takes the stage in her Christmas
Extravaganza. Open throughout the season, try the
Front Bar for drinks with friends or dance the night
away in the Basement Club.

Renovation Boys, 74 Pyrmont Bridge Rd, Camperdown
& 9 Barney St, North Parramatta 1300 462 697
renovationboys.com.au
Renovation Boys are Sydney’s leading providers of bathroom,
kitchen and laundry renovations. Whether you want your
renovations done for you or you’re looking to pick up bathroom
and kitchen products to perform your own DIY renovations,
Renovation Boys can deliver what you need at prices that’ll
make you pleasantly surprised. With vast showrooms at both
their Camperdown and North Parramatta locations, they’ve got
an array of products that will suit your every desire. They’re
opening right through the Christmas trading period, so make
sure you jot down Renovation Boys on your wish list this year.

Phoenix Charcoal Chicken
85 Booth St, Annandale (02) 9660 1362
For the best chicken on the Westside, you’ve got to head
on down Booth Street to Phoenix Charcoal Chicken. With
30 years experience, the family owned Phoenix Charcoal
Chicken is known among the locals as the only place to eat.
To make your Christmas feast a hit, they’re taking orders
now for seasoned chickens, roasts and salads. Or just drop
in for a meal - their famous Phoenix Burger with peri peri
sauce is a delight and they have a vast selection of fresh
homemade salads. Phoenix Charcoal Chicken is the only
way to roll this Christmas.

La Boheme Restaurant and Café 199 Glebe
Point Rd, Glebe (02) 9660 5639 laboheme.
com.au
When you dine at La Boheme Restaurant and
Café you’re dining in elegance. Set within the
Stonemason’s cottage in Glebe, La Boheme serves
traditional European cuisine. If you’re looking for
that perfect place for your Christmas party, they
cater for quaint gatherings to large crowds. Book
now for an intimate Christmas Eve dinner with a
European menu or for that family Christmas Day
lunch. Tired after spending all day at the Boxing Day
sales? Then drop in for their post-shopping dinner.
For your New Year’s Eve with a city view, it’s La
Boheme.
The Star’s Christmas Shopping Night Ground
Level, harbour side entry, off Pirrama Road,
Pyrmont (02) 9777 9000 star.com.au
The Star is hosting its Christmas shopping night
on Thursday 12 December from 6–8pm, with 40%
off Calvin Klein; 20% off G-Star Raw; 45% off LK
Boutique (excluding Kailis); 10% off full-priced
IM Lingerie; up to 50% off selected items at
Moda Emporio; and 20% off The Star gift cards.
Prizes are up for grabs from Salvatore Ferragamo,
Bottega Veneta and Chanel, as well as a $1,000 LK
Boutique voucher for the customer who completes
the highest final transaction. The night also
includes bubbles, Christmas sweets, food tastings,
live music and ice skaters on a custom-built ice
rink.

Sydney Fish Market, Bank Street,
Pyrmont (02) 9004 1100 sydneyfishmarket.com.au
It’s hardly Christmas without a stop at Sydney Fish Market.
The annual 36-hour Seafood Marathon is on again from
5am Monday, December 23 until 5pm Tuesday, December
24. Round-the-clock trading gives you the opportunity
to snap up the freshest ocean catch for your Christmas
spread at a time that suits you. With an expected 100,000
shoppers purchasing around 600 tonnes of seafood, the
Sydney Fish Market Seafood Marathon is an event not to
miss. And while you’re there, why not take the time to dine
on some oysters on the wharf looking over Blackwattle Bay.

Stranded at Eleven NYE Masquerade Party 11a
Oxford St, Paddington (02) 9357 7757
events.ticketbooth.com.au/event/3773054
If you want to see the New Year in with a blast then head
on down to Eleven Nightclub for the Stranded at Eleven NYE
Masquerade Party. It’s a night of 80s New Romantic hits
with DJ Darcy spinning them right up to the countdown and
beyond. And show icons and legends Christopher Debonnafin
and Theraza Green will be there. Get your outfit ready as
there’ll be prizes for best mask and costume. Canapes will be
on offer and drinks available at the bar. Stranded at Eleven
Masquerade Party is the only place to be this New Year’s Eve.

The Sydney Kings Unit 28, Homebush
Business Park 11 – 21 Underwood Rd,
Homebush (02) 9746 0828
sydneykings.com
When you’re courtside at a Sydney Kings game,
it’s a breathtaking experience. If there’s one thing
you do this festive season, take yourself out to
the Entertainment Centre to see them take on
Wollongong, Saturday December 14 at 7.30pm.
A night out with the Sydney Kings is an event
that appeals to the whole family, young and old.
They’ve just signed up NBA player Sam Young,
and with 249 NBA games under his belt he’s set to
take things to the next level. So get on down this
Christmas to see everybody’s favourite team - the
Sydney Kings.

Tali Online, Tali Gallery 667 Darling Street, Rozelle
(02) 9555 6555 talionline.com.au
In our great southern land Christmas is a time of
searing heat. For gifts that reflect this unique landscape
visit Tali Online. A part of Tali Gallery in Rozelle, Tali
Online offers hand selected, eco-friendly Australian
and indigenous themed products that range from
handcrafted jewellery to homewares and body products.
Shop with a conscience at Tali Online - it’s a social
enterprise generating royalties for indigenous artists and
employment in the developing world. When you’re doing
the Christmas shopping rounds drop, into Tali Gallery,
Sydney’s leading showroom for indigenous paintings, fine
art and artefacts. They’re open until 9.30pm Thursdays in
December.

A TRU token of diversity
By Leigh Livingstone
There is a perennial complaint throughout the
Australian entertainment industry. It is regarding a
perceived lack of diversity on the Australian stage and
screen.
Vel Subra, a National Institute of Dramatic Art
(NIDA) graduate, aims to challenge in his own words
a “tokenism-addled theatre industry” by directing and
starring in a performance of the one-man play TRU.
“If someone else was directing it, the first thing
they would say is ‘he’s white and you’re not’. For me
as a practitioner and theatre maker, I don’t see that as
an impediment for myself,” says Subra.
Information for the Parade Playhouse
performances claims that Subra, who is Indian-born
from Singapore, will be the first non-caucasian to
tackle the role of idiosyncratic American writer
Truman Capote.
“I was thinking ‘How can I challenge myself? How
can I take it to the extreme?’” Subra says.
Subra, whose full name is Subramaniam
Velayutham, trained as a director at the prestigious
Sydney training institute. NIDA also boasts famous
alumni including Cate Blanchett and Baz Lurhmann.
This isn’t the first time Subra has turned a work on
its head to challenge the audience. As his final NIDA
graduation staging, he produced a reverse adaptation
of Strindberg’s Miss Julie, titled Monsieur Jean.
Written by Jay Presson Allen, TRU is adapted
from the works of the infamous Capote. It is set
within the writer’s New York apartment after Esquire
publishes an excerpt from Capote’s unfinished roman
à clef (novel with fictitious characters that represent
real people), Answers and Prayers.
The Manhattan socialites that Capote considers
friends recognise thinly veiled versions of themselves
and abandon him. Capote is left lonely and musing
on his life and career choices during the two-act
monodrama.
Subra, who uses the stage name Ezekiel Day, was

inspired to use Tru to challenge perceptions after
watching Cate Blanchett’s portrayal of Bob Dylan in
I’m Not There.
The 2007 biographical musical film directed by
Todd Haynes features six actors portraying different
stages of the singer’s life. Cate Blanchett received
particular praise and won the Academy Award for
Best Supporting Actress with her incarnation.
“It blew my mind,” says Subra of Blanchett’s
performance.
“She can cross boundaries and she pulled it off so
miraculously. I thought if that can be done, I should
be able to do something crazy.”
Perhaps it isn’t as cut and dry as minorities being
excluded from predominantly white roles though.
Subra feels that funding for the arts and creating
works at the most basic level needs to happen from
the ground up instead of relying on the big theatre
companies for change.
“All good art comes from the street; the people, the
subversive groups. You can see all kinds of cultures
actually come from the bottom up, more than
something that is promoted from the top down,” he
says.
“I think we should be starting at the bottom.”
At a Sydney Theatre Company (STC) open house
in 2008, Subra took the opportunity to address his
concerns with Andrew Upton and Cate Blanchett.
“I did ask ‘How is STC catering to developments
happening in the streets?’ because you walk down
Sydney [sic] and you see all kinds of people. I think
the whole composition of the Australian public is
changing so radically, so what are STC doing to
address these changes?” says Subra.
A spokesperson for STC says, “Every year we
program works that feature cross cultural casting, or
explore cross cultural issues, or both, but we won’t get
into diversity as a box ticking exercise.
“We would hate to think that any artist could feel
they were offered a role for any reason other than

their artistry. We program works and we cast artists
where there is talent, interest and passion.”
According to Subra the root cause of this issue may
have more to do with other problems that are not
being addressed.
“Are they talented? Is their standard of
performance coming up to maximum levels?” he says.
“The problem could be they don’t understand the
production process. There are a lot of actors here but
they don’t know how to apply for rights and produce
a show. Maybe there is a gap in knowledge that
people are lacking.”
From a country that prides itself on presenting a
multicultural identity does this ever-present debate
about tokenism mean Australia theatre is failing? The
director doesn’t think so.
“I won’t say failing, it’s still progressing. I think it is
a slow progress. Like anything they are trying to test

how things work,” he says.
“When you come to Australia, it is a bigger mix
[of races] so it is a bit more complex... trying to find
the values that strike a note in each other. You have to
negotiate a lot of sensitivity.”
Subra sees his production of Tru as an opportunity
to introduce freshness into the industry and as a call
to arms for minority groups in theatre.
“Tokenism only exists if you rely on somebody else
to give you the role. There is only a limited number
of theatre groups and a huge pool of actors who are
going to be contesting the same role. Evidently you
are going to be competing and someone is always
going to be better than you. So what are you going to
do about it?” he challenges. (LL)
Dec 9 & 10, Parade Playhouse, NIDA, 215 Anzac
Pde, Kensington, $35-65, 1300 795 012, nida.edu.au

Vel Subra as Truman Capote

EAT & DRINK

Redoak Boutique
Beer Cafe
As we slide into the season of revelry, padding out
our calendars with meetings involving food and cheer,
I thought I’d throw in a CBD spot that slides under
the radar… This every-woman (and man) restaurant
and bar is great for groups. It specialises in beer,
and shows great vertical integration, with them also
producing every beer on their (not-insubstantial)
$ - mains less than $15

$$ - mains between $15-$22

ROCKS & CBD
The Morrison Bar & Oyster Room .
There’s a certain camaraderie that
comes from getting to a bar and
knowing that you’re all there for
exactly the same thing. Here it’s the
Wednesday night six o’clock oyster
swill, where between 6pm and 7pm
you can sink a bounty of bivalves
for a buck apiece. Throw in Crab
and Lettuce Tacos ($18/6) and a
pretty Scallop Ceviche ($22) against
the happy hour Punch-Draught
Cocktail ($10) pumped up from
The Morrison’s cellar, and it’s a great
night out. House-smoked maple
syrup dresses up a Banana Old
Fashioned ($17), which goes down
a treat with a stack of Fish Fingers
($16). They’re not just ordinary

By Jackie McMillan
list! Choosing your brew is made easier by
knowledgeable staff, accurate tasting notes and smart
tasting boards that present a quartet of beers with
four snack-sized dishes. While vegetarians are blessed
with their own board, for the purposes of this
meal I road-tested Seafood ($25) and Meat ($25).
The former was won by salt and pepper soft shell
crab protruding from a compelling Oatmeal Stout,
caramelised onion and chilli relish and matched to
the quaffable Organic Pale ($11/pint); while the latter
impressed most with a seared duck liver and braised
red cabbage combination against their bananaflavoured German Wheat Beer ($11/pint). Pick out a
pint of your favourite – perhaps the approachable All
Day Breakfast ($13.50/pint) that delights with hops
and mango – to accompany a hearty main, like the
Duck Triple Treat ($33); or take on one of Sydney’s
better burgers: the Beef, Beer and Brioche Burger
($25), which even includes a beer.
201 Clarence Street, Sydney (02) 9262 3303
redoak.com.au
Modern Australian, Burgers $$$
$$$ - mains between $22-$30

fish fingers either, they’re quinoaencrusted WA sardines.
225 George Street, Sydney
(02) 9247 6744 themorrison.com.au
Bar, Bar Food, Cocktails $$-$$$
Lotus Dumpling Bar
Chipping through the brickwork
to reveal the Asian heart of Walsh
Bay, this new dumpling hot spot
is already attracting a crowd! The
aesthetic is post-industrial Shanghai
steampunk with gleaming copper
utility pipes echoed throughout.
You’re here for dumplings by Dan
Hong graduate Neo Ni. Scallop and
Vegetable Shumai ($13.80/4) were
an easy favourite; and while some
- like Prawn Dumplings ($13.80/4)
- lack the gossamer skins you find
elsewhere, they win hands down on
flavour. Enjoy Pan Fried Pork and Bok

$$$$ - mains over $30

Choy Potstickers ($10.80/4) with
TsingTao Beer ($10), or take a kickass Burning Mandarin ($18) cocktail
against gleaming Wok Fried Green
Beans ($18) with minced pork and a
leftfield mustard/olive twist.
3/16 Hickson Road, Walsh Bay
9251 8328 lotusdumplingbar.com.au
Chinese $$-$$$
Café Opera
In the shadow of their popular
buffet, lies one of Sydney’s most
underrated restaurants. The dishes
here warrant attention, from the
opening Apple Wood Smoked Duck
($17) pate and candied quinoa
lollipops, and leafy green hillock of
Grima’s Farm Red Radishes ($15),
it’s clear that your meal will be
something special. Grilled Cotton
Bay Sardine ($16) employ coal

Oregano Bakery
When vivacious owner Sonia Jabbour met me at a
party, she declared that she sold the best cinnamon
scrolls in Sydney! Cue me: in Hurstville, the very
next Saturday, there to test her claim. Her husband,
Tony Jabbour is the baker. He reinvigorated his
Lebanese pizza shop by developing these amazingly
smoke, fennel and crisp sardine
skin to expertly balance what’s
normally an oily fish. Slow Cooked
Egg ($27) is texturally enriched by
morels, mullet bottarga, salmon roe
and a surprising Cups Estate 2006
Merlot ($10/glass) match from the
dish-by-dish wine matches (which
really make drinking against this
imaginative, produce-driven menu a
breeze).
Intercontinental Sydney, 117
Macquarie Street, Circular Quay
interconsydney.com.au/cafeopera/
(02) 9253 9396
Modern Australian $$$$
GREATER SYDNEY
Woolwich Pier Hotel
Perched on a comfortable verandah
at the end of a peninsula, I survey
the view. The theming feels post-

moist Cinnamon Scrolls ($15/6) blanketed in icing
sugar. The recipe took him six months to perfect, but
now he tells me: “I’ve got four people working every
night upstairs, just making scrolls.” They come in a
battalion of flavours from Salted Caramel ($5.90);
to a jam-filled Aussie fav. Lamington ($5.90); to my
preferred option: Tahini, Sesame and Pistachio ($5.90).
Filled with halva mousse, the latter unites the two
seemingly disparate themes of this bakery together.
So, do park yourself at the comfortable communal
table in this gleaming white store, for a preliminary
(four) Cheese Pizza ($6.50) or an even-better Sonia
Special Wrap ($9). Not a man to rest on his laurels,
Tony’s already working on his next big thing – a
Scroll/Croissant/Doughnut ($4.50) hybrid. It’s light
and slightly savoury; the perfect foil to my De Gabriel
Latte ($3.80), made by their son – and bakery heir –
Jayden, sporting a cute topknot in his hair. And for the
record: yes, they’re the best scrolls I’ve eaten.
1/56 Connells Point Road, Hurstville South
(02) 9546 3666 oreganobakery.com.au
Breakfast, Pizza, Lebanese, Bakery $

Colonial, with wide bamboo ceiling
fans, wall-mounted stag horns and
uber-comfortable safari chairs.
They’ve eschewed most of the
obvious renovated pub fare in
favour of a more chic than shabby
collection of British comfort food:
from pot pies to Ploughman’s
lunches; Cornish pasties to scones
with clotted cream; excellent housemade Pickled Vegetables ($10) to
Potted Crab ($14). Tea-soaked
raisins and a hint of Keen’s Curry
Powder raise the Poached Chicken
and Mango Salad ($18) beyond usual
pub salads; or there’s Crisp Skinned
Confit Duck Leg ($26) on Savoy
cabbage with chestnuts and figs.
2 Gale Street, Woolwich 9817 2204
woolwichpierhotel.com.au
Pub Bistro, Cocktails $$-$$$
The Oaks Hotel
If there’s a better pub steak in

Sydney than this Rib-Eye on
the Bone ($42) I haven’t found
it. Arriving in a mountain of
marrowbone, golden spuds and
spinach, with anchovy and parsley
butter, it’s worth the spend. Danny
Russo’s also done wonders for the
humble Sausage Roll ($13); and
perked up pub mussels Au Congo
($29) with lemongrass, chilli and
coconut cream. Explore beyond
the richly red, mid-1930s American
steakhouse setting and you’ll find
Art Deco private poolrooms
sporting classic beer posters; and
a leafy courtyard where you can
get “triple parked at one o’clock
in the afternoon” with craft brews
and the Shaw & Smith M3 Vineyard
Chardonnay ($15/glass).
118 Military Road, Neutral Bay
(02) 9953 5515 oakshotel.com.au
Pub Bistro, Steak $$$$

EAT &&DRINK
By Jackie McMillan
EAT
DRINK

Royal Hotel
Randwick
This stately two-storey heritage listed hotel looks
like a country pub. Built in 1887, it’s wrapped by
wide verandahs. The downstairs one is the perfect
place to sink a ten-buck Frozen Margarita ($10) on
a sunny day, watching the people of Randwick pass
by. Though the beer list doesn’t have much to write

EASTERN SUBURBS
Spring Street Social
Never trust a charlatan or chunky
fries described as ‘skinny’, right?
Forget everything you’ve learnt and
head to Bondi Junction’s newest
underground bar. The Charlatan
($17) is a signature cocktail;
and with vodka, rhubarb bitters,
cinnamon-infused agave and lime
juice, it’s a tonic you’ll want to selfmedicate with. Their Skinny Fries
($8) with bacon, jalapenos and
melted cheese are like a Mexican
version of poutine. Buns ($15/3) are
tight – but not in flavour, with fillings
like crab, spicy chicken and chicken
liver parfait; and the Spring Wings
($12) are devilishly drool-worthy.
Word of warning: the Lobster

As the sun sets over the Balmain village, there are
worse places to be sitting than the front yard of
this picturesque cottage. Throw in a punch bowl of
Strawberry Sangria ($32) and you have the makings
of a girls’ night out. Watching them through one of
$ - mains less than $15

$$ - mains between $15-$22

INNER WEST
The Royal Leichhardt
Hipster pub pastiche has come to
Leichhardt, with the W. Short Hotel
Group doing one of those pub
transformations that takes your
local from an old men’s boozer and
gambling den, to somewhere you can
get a decent cocktail, craft beer and
something culinarily more exciting
than a ‘schnitty’ or ‘parmi’. While
these items remain on the menu,
you’ll also find American comfort
food, from Hot Wings ($17.50) to
Grilled Watermelon Salad ($15.90),
plus an upstairs cocktail bar that
doesn’t ignore the area’s Italianate

home about, there’s wine by the bottle for around
forty bucks - the Leo Buring Dry Riesling ($43/
bottle) is my list favourite. While the sports bar looks
like somewhere you might tangle in a tussle, the rest
of this large hotel is bling chandeliers and tasteful art!
And don’t even get me started about the boutique
hotel-style accommodation they’ve created upstairs!
Consider splashing out on a date night Queen Room
($150/night), and take in all that Randwick has to
offer. (This ain’t no Formula One style cheap hotel,
what with crisp white sheets, fluffy double pillows,
and a shabby chic chandelier dangling over the bed!)
As for the eats, they’re another Danny Russo pub
menu renovation (last seen at The Oaks). Here value
is the key, with the (sadly grain fed) Rib Eye on the
Bone ($27/400g) as the most expensive menu item.
My pick’s his juicy Royal Wagyu Burger ($16) – a cut
above your average meat’n’bun affair.
2 Perouse Road, Randwick (02) 9399 3006
royalhotel-sydney.com
Pub Bistro $$-$$$

Macaroni Bake ($28) is heavy! Wash
it down with a refreshingly tart
Belladonna ($17).
110 Spring Street, Bondi Junction
(02) 9389 2485
facebook.com/SpringStreetSocial
Cocktails, Bar Food $$
TopHat Coffee Merchants
The young couple who made waves
in Rockdale with Swallow Coffee
Traders have brought their art of
coffee making and their own roaster
to Clovelly.The (sometimes shirtless)
locals seem to appreciate it, and the
range of breakfast and lunch snacks
they produce from their tiny kitchen.
It’s jaffle season all right, but they
keep ‘em interesting; like Pulled Pork
and Cheddar ($7.50) or Banana and
Cinnamon ($7.50).
Satisfy your post-beach hunger

The Cottage Bar
& Kitchen

jackie@alternativemediagroup.com
By Jackie McMillan

with the Avocado Smash ($10.50)
with smoked salmon and delicious
soy and quinoa toast. Fresh Juices
($7), served in jars are cute, so is
the décor, and for that matter - the
attitude. Liquor license on the way
soon…
315 Clovelly Road, Clovelly
(0414) 924 685 tophatcoffee.com.au
Cafe $
Neighbourhood
“Bondi needs more small bars,”
says Simon McGoram (formerly
of Porteño) as we grab the last
table in what was once an ailing
community radio station. “All of
our cocktails are signature,” says
McGoram, which sounds ambitious,
until you see the menu. I try the
Caramel-Corn Old Fashioned
($18) with buttered-popcorn and

the cottage windows, I tell owner Chris Cornforth:
“I’ll have what she’s having!” Soon after I had my own
glass, resplendent with fragrant red berries – yes,
summer’s officially here. Inside, the kitsch, homelyvibe looks accidental, but is actually expertly crafted
by Luchetti Krelle (responsible for Darlo. favourite
Hinky Dinks). It’s broken up by an oddity – a large
domed wood fire pizza oven – that Chris tells me,
somewhat ruefully, is a throwback to the Italian
restaurant predecessor. As I tuck into a De Jamon
Pizza ($26) bearing Monte Nevado Jamón Serrano,
pear, walnuts, Parmesan and vincotto I’m thankful they
didn’t rip it out. Chef Ellen Young supplements the
pizzas with share plates, won by juicy roast Chook
($24) with excellent wild rice pilaf, apricot yoghurt
and pistachio crumb. Throw in a Snow Pea Salad ($13)
or her quirky Pumpkin Mousse ($12) and you’ll still
fit in the Fairground Plate ($16). With candied apples,
cones, pillowy marshmallows and more, believe me:
you want to go to the fair!
342 Darling Street, Balmain (02) 8084 8185
thecottagebalmain.com.au
Bar, Bar Food, Pizza $$-$$$
$$$ - mains between $22-$30

influence. The Ginger Cat ($14)
boasting Aperol and Appleton
Rum, and the Garden Party ($13)
combining Tanqueray Gin,Vermouth
and Campari were my cocktail
favourites.
156 Norton Street, Leichhardt
(02) 9569 2638
theroyalleichhardt.com.au
Bar Food, Cocktails, Pub Bistro $$
The Counter
What’s this - “tables” constructed
from repurposed materials; potted
succulents; drop-shadowed retro
font work; a blackboard promising
cold-drip coffee; and sensible aprons?
Yes, a small piece of hipster Surry
Hills has sprung up in downtown
Petersham! The Cold Drip ($4)

$$$$ - mains over $30

made on Coffee Alchemy is fruity,
and perfect with their signature
Beetroot Brownie ($4.50). The menu
peppers the usual all-day breakfast
options with some excitement:
Smashed Avocado ($15) and
Tasmanian Smoked Salmon ($17)
are both dressed up with 63 degree
poached eggs. On the sweeter side
there are fluffy Hotcakes ($12),
served in triplicate with rhubarb
compote, mascarpone and crunchy
pistachio praline; plus a counter of
interesting baked goods.
96 Audley Street, Petersham
(02) 9569 2949
Café $
9318 0500 francofranco.com.au
Italian, Pizza $$

Queens Park Shed
By Alex Harmon
New is out, converted is in. A disused sports shed in
Centennial Park is the latest ‘found café’ to emerge in
the fields of Queens Park. The space is modern and
airy, while maintaining the integrity of its past through
rustic finishes, quirky light fittings, and a gorgeous

bourbon; it’s bittersweet with salted
caramel syrup lurking amongst the
ice – and definitely one of a kind.
Food is Southern American meets
Bondi: think Popcorn Cajun Prawns
($10) and Big Mamma’s Slaw ($8)
alongside Sydney’s favourite bar
snack, the jaffle. Their Cheeseburger
Jaffle ($10), with shoestring fries
(on the inside), is a tasty burger that
vegetarians can also enjoy.
143 Curlewis Street, Bondi
Beach (02) 9365 2872
neighbourhoodbondi.com.au
Bar Food, Cocktails $$
NEWTOWN & ENVIRONS
The Henson
Your hipster pub life needn’t stop
when you have kids! Bring your
beard, your tatts, your children,

water station that employs the original pipes. The
menu is breakfast and lunch (for now) focusing on
healthy, affordable choices that reflect the sporting
past – or perhaps the present soccer mums. It’s so
great to see a Pulled Pork Baguette ($12) that doesn’t
arrive in a plastic basket with fries, but with a tangy
piccalilli and paprika aioli. Chicken, Roast Pumpkin and
Avocado Salad ($12) is incredibly fresh, and generous
for its size, although the Tasmanian Smoked Salmon
Salad ($16) with toasted rye seems a little sparse. The
menu is purposely priced to suit the takeaway crew in
running shorts. Looking for a dish with some weight?
The Wagyu Burger ($14) is tasty and towering.
Meanwhile, give the kids a Queens Park Lunchbox
($14) – it’s like an organic Happy Meal. Coffee is from
Toby’s Estate and there are organic sodas and juices;
but don’t neglect the water station where you can
almost taste the 130-year history of the park.
Darley Road, Queens Park (02) 9380 9350
trippaswhitegroup.com.au
Café $-$$

yes, even your dog (true story) and
save on funky Mac & Cheese ($14)
rippled with silver beet, cauliflower
and leek. The rest of the menu is
eclectic but inviting, from Duck
Shepherd’s Pie ($23) baked in an
enamel-coated tin plate, to Brown
Rice Kim Chee Goreng, Pork Belly,
Fried Egg and Sambal ($24) – a
curious Indonesian/Korean collision
that works. If you’re into craft
brews, the on-tap Stone & Wood
Summer Ale ($5.80) is a beauty;
if not, a bottle of 2011 Belgravia
‘Apex’ Chardonnay ($40) will get
you into the friendly backyard vibe.
91 Illawarra Road, Marrickville
(02) 9569 5858 thehenson.com.au
Pub Bistro $$-$$$
Mojo By Luke Mangan
Enter a virtual temple of Luke
Mangan, starting at the door with

name-brand products, and ending
in the rear with his name in lights.
He built it, and they have come, in
their BMWs and Audis, to slum it
warehouse-style under cage fight
lights, eating from enamel-coated
tin plates. Sure the Lobster &
Vietnamese Salad Bao Bun ($15.50)
is a slider by another Mother, but
it’s a goody; ditto the Tempura
Prawn Steamed Bun ($9.50) with
chipotle and pineapple salsa. Raw
Beef Fillet ($14) takes tartare to
Mexico, whilst Morocco produces
my dish of the night – Cauliflower
with Harissa Yoghurt ($14). The
2011 Kooyong Beurrot Pinot Gris
($12/glass) suits it.
8-10 Danks Street, Waterloo
(02) 9002 5346 lukemangan.com/
restaurants/mojo-by-luke-mangan
Tapas $$

FOOD NEWS
After the raging success of their October-long Veuve
Clicquot pop-up, Bullion Bar at The Mint, the Trippas
White Group have cleverly relaunched the space
with another bubbling golden liquid. Luckily I was on
hand for the launch of their Moët & Chandon pop-up,
as there were countless gold-plated goblets of Moët
& Chandon Impérial to be consumed! Guests were
treated to canapes created by Moët & Chandon Chef
de Cuisine Pascal Tingaud.They were matched to
Champagnes including the Moët & Chandon Grand
Vintage Rosé 2002, which came up strawberries
against a quail egg topped beef tartare en croute. My
Champagne of the evening was the Moët & Chandon
Nectar Impérial matched to a textbook coconut
panna cotta with an evocative wobble.You too can
visit the Moët & Chandon pop-up at Bullion Bar any
Wednesday,Thursday or Friday evening between 3pm
and 9pm until the 20th December, 2013.
www.sydneymintcafe.com.au

Looking like it has more in common with a trendy nightclub
than an over-lit supermarket, Mercato e Cucina, is bringing a new
style of fresh produce shopping to the good folk of Gladesville.
And with parking underneath the 1200 square meter premises,
Inner West residents may just love it too… Expect to find a
butcher, cheese counter (with tastings including le Dauphin the
‘Prince of Brie’), a deli, a 400-bottle wine cellar (also stocking a
range of grappas and Italian aperitifs), greengrocer, baker and a
restaurant, all under the one roof. Owner Vanessa Martin, who
rose to fame at Inner West favourite Il Piave, is understandably
proud of her rather epic endeavour. She pointed out their
house-made heat-and-eat lasagnes, which encourage a wastereducing connection between the restaurant and the fresh food
store, with products like “veal bones sent to the restaurant
kitchen to make demi-glace”. Keep your eyes peeled for their
own-brand products, like Coffs Harbour honey, which comes
from a farm that Vanessa used to walk past every day when she
visited her grandparents…
www.mercatoecucina.com.au
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
NGALPUN MUDTH
(OUR HOME)
Obviously with home, some people
come from broken backgrounds so
they’re exploring that, and how they
came out of it with positivity,” he says.
Touching on the full gamut of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander culture and
experiences, Blanco insists the show
breaks from traditional Indigenous
dance companies, bound by an
infectious current of “raw electric
energy”.
“You will be embraced by it. It’s almost
like going into an Aboriginal community
and they adopt you into their family, so
you have a place in society. You can’t
help but be part of the show.” (EJ)
Dec 11-14, Carriageworks, 245
Wilson St, Eveleigh, $10-35,
8571 9099, carriageworks.com.au

Photo: Branco Gaica

NAISDA Dance College will inject
Sydney audiences with a spirited shot
of Australia’s newest Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander talent in their
upcoming showcase, Ngalpun Mudth
(Our Home).
Hitting Carriageworks for a limited
season this December, the works of
nine professional and two student
choreographers will be performed by
over 40 developing artists in a pulsing
celebration of their vibrant culture.
Production director Raymond D.
Blanco, himself a NAISDA graduate, says
the idea for the showcase was born
from a desire to capture the rawness
and complexity of the idea of home, as
both a place of refuge and potential site
of trauma.
“There are dark and light moments.

THE DREAMER EXAMINES HIS PILLOW

Unpathed Theatre Company will
stage a production of The Dreamer
Examines His Pillow by Pulitzerwinning playwright John Patrick
Shanley. A dark comedy set in the
1980s New York neighbourhood of
the Bronx, it explores love with a
warts-and-all ethos.
The play tells the story of the allconsuming relationship between
Donna and Tommy, and mulls over
who decides when and how it is
appropriate to love one another.
Lead actress Ainslie Clouston

Based on the real life rape and
murder of Stockton schoolgirl Leigh
Leigh on November 3rd, 1989,
Blackrock has played a powerful role
in Australian culture ever since. The
play adaptation is no different.
“The question of rape culture is
a difficult one to answer and why
it has become such a strong part
of the Australian culture is also up
for vicious debate at the moment,”
explains co-director Samantha
Cunningham.
There is a real emphasis on the
illusion that nostalgia and hindsight
can bring with age and it is
something that the play really hopes
to highlight.
“I think that if you tap into the
rose-coloured ways that people
look at the past and shatter that
illusion, I really think it drives it
home for people and makes them
think about the way they grew up.
How we in turn are raising our
children now, that’s what I’d like
them to walk away with,” says
Cunningham.
Presented by Epicentre Theatre
Company, this play is much more
than just a recreation of a horrific
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says the role of Donna’s father,
the third and final character, is to
explore how “without even realising
it we are taking on our parents’
relationship battle scars.”
The Dreamer Examines His Pillow’s
portrayal of love is often described
as unusual and dysfunctional for the
way it brutally dissects the rosetinted love story archetype. This is
why Clouston thinks it is a story
worth telling.
“I love this play because it’s coming
from such a place of truth, because

BLACKROCK

event. It is a discussion that the
director says needs to continue to
happen. (AH)
Dec 5-14, O’Kelly Theatre, Saint
Ignatius’ College Riverview,

Arts Editor: Leigh Livingstone
Music Editor: Chris Peken
Live Music Editor: Chelsea Deeley

For more A&E stories go to
www.altmedia.net.au

this is what happens in relationships
behind closed doors,” she says.
“Yes, love is dysfunctional, and yes,
love is scary, but you have to plunge
into it to find out if it’s wrong, and
learn. We can’t just sit back and wait
for this perfect person, we have to
jump in and make huge mistakes.
That’s why [this play] is important.”
(HC)
Dec 10-21, TAP Gallery Upstairs
Theatre, 278 Palmer St,
Darlinghurst, $25-30,
unpathed.com.au

Tambourine Bay Rd, Lane Cove,
$27-32+bf, trybooking.com/DTYU
($2 from every ticket sale will be
donated to Rape and Domestic
Violence Services Australia)

Contributors:
Alexandra English, Alexis Talbot-Smith, Andrew Hodgson, Angela
Stretch, Anita Senaratna, Cheryl Northey, Craig Coventry, Emily Jones,
Gavin Fernando, Greg Webster, Hannah Chapman, Katie Davern,
Katie Mayors, Leann Richards, Lena Zak, Lisa Ginnane, Luke Cox,
Luke Daykin, Lyndsay Kenwright, Marilyn Hetreles, Mark Morellini,
Mel Somerville, Michelle Porter, Nerida Lindsay, Nick Hadland, Paul
Gregoire, Rhys Gard, Ruth Fogarty, Sam Crassweller, Tom Wilson, Triana
O’Keefe,Vanessa Powell
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GIASONE BY CAVALLI

A CHRISTMAS CAUCUS
the audience to be really well
lubricated and we’re going to
encourage participation from
the audience,” says Istiphan.
A Christmas Caucus, the
brainchild of Istiphan and codirector Michael Koziol, was
collaboratively written by a
group of six.
“We always wanted to do

SUMMERTIME IN
THE GARDEN OF EDEN

Take your typical southern melodrama, roll it
in glitter and throw in some drag queens and
you’re partway to imagining Sisters Grimm’s
outrageous new play, Summertime in the Garden
of Eden.
The queer theatre group is teaming up with

THEATRE &

PERFORMANCE
VERE (FAITH) For his
latest work, playwright John
Doyle (Changi) has created a
dramatic contemplation on
science, spirituality and human
frailty.
One of our greatest debates,
God versus science, is played
out with Doyle’s typical charm
and cheek. Sydney Theatre
Company describes the play
as “brimming with intellectual
engagement, gallows humour
and wise, witty footnotes to
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Griffin Independent to give Gone with the Wind a
camp twist. They canter into town after a soldout season in Melbourne riding waves of critical
acclaim.
The play tells the story of an aging southern
belle who returns to the family plantation after
a decade of silence, as the US braces for civil
war.
“It’s a potent mix of emotional turmoil,
gothic horror and hypersexuality,” says drag
performer Agent Cleave, who plays Daisy May
in the show.
“The actors are all playing it to the truth: we’re
all trying to be as sincere as we can and master
that cinematic style of acting.”
He continues, “But the design is pretty intense it looks like ‘My Little Pony’.”
Agent Cleave promises audiences of all cuts are
in for a raucous time.
“No one’s going to be safe from getting their
personal space a little bit invaded by the giant
acting and personalities.” (EJ)
Until Dec 14, SBW Stables Theatre, 10
Nimrod St, Kings Cross, $35,
griffintheatre.com.au

culture”.
Exploring the concept of
faith and what it means to
different people, Doyle probes
controversial territory. (TO)
Until Dec 7, Drama Theatre,
Sydney Opera House, Bennelong
Point, $50-95, 9250 1777,
sydneytheatre.com.au
DIRTY ROTTEN
SCOUNDRELS Lawrence
Jameson (Tony Sheldon) is
the old master, charming
wealthy, bored women out of
large sums of money. Freddie
Benson (Matt Hetherington) is
the crass up-and-comer, eager

Pinchgut Opera’s production of Giasone by
Francesco Cavalli loosely takes its plot from the
Greek myth of Jason and his legendary search
for the Golden Fleece. The performances will
be a series of firsts for Sydney audiences.
It will be the Australian premiere of the 17th
century’s most popular bawdy and beautiful
Italian baroque opera and the first time David
Hansen will perform naked onstage.
“My character sings naked in a bubble bath
after a romantic conquest. It’s definitely
something I’ve never done before,” says
international countertenor opera star Hansen,
who plays the title role.
Cavalli’s Giasone shows another side to the
hero’s great quest by highlighting his weakness
for a woman’s love, which ultimately makes him
a mere mortal.
Pinchgut Opera’s modern presentation of the
now rarely performed Giasone, aims to be a
strong and sexy production embracing the
captivating story of betrayal and revenge with
great drama.
“It’s exciting to perform in this opera based
on mythology. It really takes me back to my
childhood when I was captivated reading
about these characters and their adventures,”
concludes Hansen.

a Christmas panto that was
over-the-top and a fun night
out with all these nasty jokes
about public figures,” says
Istiphan. (PG)
Dec 12, Hermann’s
Bar, City Rd & Butlin
Av, Camperdown, $5,
hermannsbar.com

to get in on the scam. Together
they take to the stage in this
uproariously funny show with
twists and turns right to the end.
The staging of Dirty Rotten
Scoundrels is a visual feast – with
gloriously ‘loud’ characters,
energetic dance numbers and
arresting sets.
Matt Hetherington is a
revelation. We know he can sing,
but it’s his physical humour that
fills the stage. (GW)
Until Dec 8,Theatre Royal,
108 King St, Sydney, $49110, ticketmaster.com.au

Joining Hansen onstage will be an all-Australian
cast including Celeste Lazarenko as Medea and
Orchestra of the Antipodes. (CN)
Dec 5, 7, 8 & 9, City Recital Hall, Angel
Place, Sydney, $30-125, cityrecitalhall.com

THE COMEDY OF ERRORS

The idea of a Shakespeare play brought into
contemporary culture using Kings Cross
nightlife as a backdrop would surely have Big
Will turning in his grave. However, if he saw
Bell Shakespeare’s production of The Comedy of
Errors, he’d be impressed.
The prose is brilliantly voiced by a cast who
bring the stage alive with their chemistry and
playfulness. The speech has been tweaked slightly
but never loses the original rhythm or meaning,
and the plot keeps the audience just confused
enough to stay on their toes.
Nathan O’Keefe and Septimus Caton as the

Antipholus twins are captivating and witty;
Elena Carapetis and Jude Henshall make a killer
handbag-clad, bitchy housewife pair; and Renato
Musolino and Hazem Shammas are hilarious as
the Dromio twins.
There are a plethora of subtle and clever
moments from the team behind the scenes,
including a musical score which gets a few laughs
of its own. (AE)
Until Dec 7, Sydney Opera House, Bennelong
Pt, $33-72, 9250 7777,
bellshakespeare.com.au
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Presented by SUDS (Sydney
University Dramatic Society),
A Christmas Caucus promises
to be a raucous night of
Christmas pantomime
that gives the classic tale a
contemporary Australian
political twist.
“It’s a reimagining of A
Christmas Carol with Tony
Abbott as Scrooge,” says codirector Joseph Istiphan.
“He’s visited by three spirits
- the ghosts of Caucus Past,
Present and Future - and
convinced to reaffirm his
sense of commitment to his
conservative values; stopping
the boats and building the
roads,” he says.
In a night that sees Malcolm
Fraser take the place of
Marley’s ghost and Christine
Forster as Scrooge’s nephew,
the audience will be spurred
on to let loose and become a
part of it.
“We’re going to encourage

GREASE IS THE WORD:
THE MUSICAL Playing leading
man Danny in Grease, Rob Mills
is a modest one.
“The last 15 years of my life
I’ve been onstage.You get more
confident about who you are
during that.”
That confidence has been finely
honed since he was a finalist in
the 2003 Australian Idol series.
Grease is a show billed as the
number one party musical that
everyone can relate to.
“The songs in the show are

so much fun, energetic and
fast-paced, featuring all the

unforgettable songs from the
hit movie. Everyone in the
audience sings along,” says Mills.
(MS)
Until Dec 8, Lyric Theatre, Pirrama
Rd, Pyrmont, $89-140, 1300 795
267, ticketmaster.com.au
THE WHARF REVUE If
the absurdity of the political
climate has left Australia in
a state of despair, then the
latest Wharf Revue provides
an excellent remedy to one’s
despondency.
Written and created by
Jonathan Biggins, Drew
Forsythe and Phillip Scott,

this singing and dancing
extravaganza features Amanda
Bishop, Simon Burke and
Andrew Worboys joined by
Biggins and Forsythe to present
a hilariously side-splitting
satirical view of the Federal
Election – and no one is spared.
From Abbott, Rudd and Gillard
to the Dalai Lama and Assange,
these talented performers
deliver an impressively shrewd
satire. (SC)
Until Dec 21,Wharf 1 Theatre,
Pier 4, Hickson Rd,Walsh Bay$4563, sydneytheatre.com.au

THE NAKED CITY

THE INCREDIBLE
INFLATABLES!

By Coffin Ed, Miss Death & Jay
Katz
The news that Sydney Festival
will install a life-size inflatable
replica of Stonehenge as part
of its Festival Village has created
apoplexy amongst both jumping
castle fans and the local NeoDruid population. Luckily the
installation will not be there
for the winter solstice and just
as well, as we would then be
faced with an invasion of crazies,
maddies and revellers from all
over the world.
The blow-up Stonehenge follows in
the wake of the giant yellow rubber
ducky, a massive hit at the 2013 festival
and back again in 2014 for a reprise
performance at Darling Harbour.
The ‘duck’ has not been without its
controversy, deflating in Hong Kong
harbour in May of this year and again
only a month ago in Taiwan when
its pump malfunctioned during an
earthquake. Whether it pulls the same
stunt in Sydney remains to be seen.
As history has shown us, giant
inflatables like the ill-fated Hindenberg
are not without their risks. Even lesser
structures such as kiddies jumping
castles have been known to blow away
(children included) during sudden
gusts of wind, landing miles away in
neighbouring suburbs. Having said
that, the Sydney Festival’s Stonehenge
installation is bound to be well
anchored to the ground and hopefully
not prone to sudden deflation. It will
definitely be shoes and stilettos off if
you want to experience the primal
leaping experience and small vicious
dogs with exceptionally sharp teeth

need to be kept well at bay.
Should we experience cyclonic
conditions in January, (hey, anything is
possible the way the weather is), and
should the entire ‘henge’ installation
become airborne (heading in the
direction of Tasmania), we are confident
that global positioning technology
will keep us in the loop. Imagine the
excitement as a flying Stonehenge
blows its way down the eastern
seaboard with thousands assembling
at strategic points to get a glimpse of
this flying wonder. Tracking it on the
internet would only be part of the
fun – watching it shot down over the
Museum Of Old & New Art in Hobart
(as an aviation hazard) would be a
fitting climax.
Like everything these days imitators
follow any successful innovation so
expect to see a flood of massive
inflatables out to out-wow both ‘henge’
and ‘ducky’. Why battle altitude sickness
trying to reach Machu Picchu when the
Inca wonder could be recreated as part
of the 2015 Sydney Festival? Perhaps
filling in the huge hole about to occupy
the proposed civic square site opposite
the Town Hall when Woolies and the
surrounding buildings are demolished.
Gilligan’s Island in Taylor Square would
look fab with a giant blow up Statue of
Liberty and a set of inflatable Egyptian
pyramids (the Sphinx included) would
not look out of place in the forecourt
of the Opera House with camel rides
optional. The possibilities are endless
and should air pumps malfunction at
any time, a selection of Sydney shock
jocks and tabloid provocateurs could
be invited to supply the necessary hot
air!

TALKING THROUGH YOUR ARTS
BORN TO CONCRETE
Concrete poetry is a literary movement
that sprang from explorations of visual
semiotics in Germany and Brazil in the
1950s. It places verbal elements, graphical
effects, sculptural interplay of letters
and words through bold typography,
colouration and repetition.
Concrete poets use typewriter fonts,
stencils and other means to sculpt poems
with unusual and inventive typefaces. In a
way, it can be described as poetry of social
reaction where the ethics and aesthetics
of the practice are bonded in metaphysical
wordplay.
The means of creating poems has changed
over time and discovering aspects of the
visual heritage of Australian poetry is now
in the verbal manipulations of an engaging
exhibition.
Born to Concrete adopts the title of the
first Australian concrete publication of
the same name. Presented by Queensland
University and Heide Museum of Modern
Art, the collection lines up seminal poet
experimentations from the mid-1960s.
Heide itself has a literary history with the
founder John Reed who was the publisher
of Angry Penguins, and his adopted son
Sweeney growing up to become a
concrete poet and poetry publisher.
These poets’ compositions are placed
together in a meaningful arrangement
displaying a number of independent
elements.
Born to Concrete is not an extensive
presentation of all the works collected
by the two institutions, however it

documents the beginnings of an art
movement.
Works by celebrated contemporary artist
Vernon Ah Kee convey historical contexts
with a sense that words cannot be
trusted, and Mike Parr has an early work
that takes on a conceptual approach with
emotive ideological characters on paper.
The selection has arrangements from
Sweeney Reed, Alex Selenitsch and Alan
Riddell with one female poet installed,
Ruth Cowen.
The State Library displays work from its
collection by Richard Tipping, who was
invited to create a concrete poem, Born
to Concrete, now installed at the Mitchell
Library staircase.
Tipping also had a work entitled Start,

shaped as an octagonal stop sign taloned
into the coastal rocky ground, at the midway point of Sculpture by the Sea. Tipping’s
work uses the symbolic presences of the
everyday mixed with wordplay to create
a paradox that flows through the eye,
opening up the reader’s inner ear and
speech.
A lecturer at the University of Newcastle
on media and communications, Tipping is
a prominent literary voice in visual poetics
and will be conducting an artist talk in
February next year. (AS)
Artist Talk: Richard Tipping, Feb
4, Metcalfe Auditorium; Born to
Concrete, until Feb 16, State Library of
NSW, Macquarie Street, Sydney, free,
9273 1770

‘Start’, by Richard Tipping, 2012

MEX-TLI: MEXICAN GODDESSES SISSY M. REYES AND YUNUEN PÉREZ

‘The Sacrifice of the Patrona’, by Sissy M. Reyes
and Yunuen Pèrez

There isn’t a sugar skull or sombrero
in sight at the Mex-tli: Mexican
Goddesses exhibition.
Created by Sydney cinematographer
Sissy M. Reyes and Melbourne
production designer Yunuen Pèrez,
both Mexican migrants themselves,
the exhibition draws on mythology
and history to challenge the
stereotypes surrounding Mexican
culture. Mex-tli presents a more
complex, empowered image of
Mexican women as goddesses,
priestesses and warriors.
The exhibition consists of 15
photographs depicting Reyes

and Pèrez as Mexican goddesses in
elaborate costumes and makeup.
A stark contrast with their
surroundings in iconic Sydney and
Melbourne locations like Sydney
Harbour or the Queen Victoria
Markets.
While the photographs are colourful,
playful, surreal and vaguely macabre many of the qualities that have come
to be associated with Mexican art
- Reyes and Pèrez do it in a way that
feels fresh and original. (AS)
Until Dec 9, gaffa Gallery, 281
Clarence St, Sydney, free,
gaffa.com.au

EASTER ISLAND - MIKE PARR

Mike Parr presents his apocalyptic world view, in a show that is
overbearing in its presentation and melancholy in its conception. The
enormous Anna Schwartz Gallery is adorned with 95 banner prints of
self-portrait sketches, which loosely evoke the monoliths of Easter Island.
It isn’t until after fifteen minutes or so, once adjusted to the calamity
and scale of the exhibition, that the viewer is able to pick out individual
pictures and understand them separately.
The show is a metaphor for the narcissism of modern media. What at
first is completely overwhelming becomes commonplace, yet nothing is
finished and the circular shape of the show leads you round and round ad
infinitum.
Parr says that the sketches speak of a propaganda technique which points
towards the future by conjuring the past. An indication of one of the ways
public opinion is shaped by the mass media.
Parr’s vision of the ‘end of the world’ is not to be overlooked. (LC)
Until Dec 21, Anna Schwartz Gallery, Carriageworks, 245 Wilson St,
Darlington, 8580 7002, annaschwartzgallery.com

‘Untitled Self Portrait’, by Mike Parr
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BRIANA
COWLISHAW PAPER MACHE
CITY
This line
epitomises
Sydneysider Briana
Cowlishaw’s Paper Mache City: “I’d rather
find the fruits of life on my own than add
someone else’s fruits to my bowl.” The
album holds a collection of jazz-inspired
creations with lyrical content as quirky as
Doc Martens on a duck. Cowlishaw’s 11
tracks leave no doubt in her vocal ability.
With a voice often soft yet oddly sharp,
It reminds the listener at times of a host
from the childhood TV staple Playschool.
Backed by intriguing arrangements of a
blatant bass line, subtle twinkles of the
piano and a smooth guitar riff or two,
this album is relaxing, enthralling and the
ultimate easy listening guide. (CD)

ACTIVE CHILD
- RAPOR
Rapor is the
sound that
would happen if
you broke open
one hundred
assorted pills,
crushed them up and fed them through a
straw into headphones. Its airy quality has
so much packed in, that at times it’s hard
to tell what is going on. It is pleasant to
get lost in this music from Active Child,
even though it is only a short EP. Pressing
play on Rapor pauses the rest of the
world.Listeners should spend some time
on it but don’t try and figure out how it
feels. Just listen. (SP)

DJ JAZZY JEFF

LIVE WIRE
The Vampires: For jazzgroove aplenty, get down
to Sydney’s favourite venue
and soak up one of the
best contemporary jazz
bands this country has to
offer. These four musical
gents, will be playing their
beautifully crafted sounds
from their acclaimed
release Tiro, accompanied
by Danaides and Slo Poke
Rodriguez. With an album
making fierce waves in
the jazz scene, it’s fair to
say that this night will be
an exhibition of extreme
talent.
Thu, Dec 5th,The Basement

In West Philadelphia, born and raised, on the decks is
where he spent most of his days.
Jeff Townes, better known as DJ Jazzy Jeff, is one of the
world’s most experienced and sought-after DJs.
In the early days of his illustrious career Townes worked
with friend and collaborator Will Smith on the local
circuit in ‘Philly’. This is where they formed hip-hop duo
DJ Jazzy Jeff and The Fresh Prince.
“My job as a DJ is to make you forget about any kinda
troubles or problems you may have, bad relationships,
you lost your job... just to lose people for a little while
with the tunes that you play,” says Townes.
The pair quickly received commercial acclaim and won
the first Grammy Award for Best Rap Performance in
1989 with Parents Just Don’t Understand. They eventually
went on to have international success with Girls Ain’t
Nothing But Trouble and Boom! Shake the Room, which
reached number one in Australia.
Townes also starred as Smith’s best friend ‘Jazz’ in the
hit television series The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air which he
thought was “really cool”.
The music scene has certainly evolved from those early
days. Townes has ensured longevity by moving with the

Sydney Live Music Guide

Kid Mac: He’s proved his
worth in the world of film
with two AACTA awards
for Best Director and
Best Cinematography, but
tonight will be all about
the sweet, sweet music.
Kid Mac has toured with
rapper Mickey Avalon both
here and in Canada but will
be sharing the stage with
no one as he promotes his
sophomore collection of
well-crafted hip hop tracks
titled Head Noise. The
album reeks of Sydney after
being recording in a Bondi
Beach studio.
Fri, Dec 6th, Oxford Art
Factory

CHIC featuring Nile
Rodgers: This debut
will hit you square in
the nostalgia. As a band
responsible for the likes
of disco classics Le Freak
and Dance Dance Dance,
Chic featuring hit maker
Nile Rodgers will make
their first appearance at
our beloved white-sailed
building to pump the tunes
and get everyone on their
feet. Get ready for the
all-white suits, insatiable
pop-filled sing-alongs and
infectious funk grooves
that will have the audience
bopping and grinding. Aaaah
FREAK OUT!
Sat, Dec 7th, Sydney Opera

House
La Voce Live: With all
the high profile gigs at
the moment, it’s time to
stop and take a moment
to appreciate the up-andcoming local music that
students are dedicating
themselves to. This is a
show created to showcase
the unique vocal styles of
the students of La Voce
School of Contemporary
Arts. With a combination
of medleys, mash-ups, solo
performances and original
compositions, the night is
sure to impress and move
its audience. Get down and
appreciate these talented
students.
Mon, Dec 9th, NIDA Parade
Theatre

changing genres and having a blast at the same time.
“I never in a million years thought that the DJ would be
one of the biggest entities in music now,” says Townes.
“I think because I love what I do so much, I may enjoy
myself more than the people I am playing for.”
With so many DJs able to churn out their own music
from home studios and publish it immediately online,
Townes says originality should still play a key role. Does
he have any advice for aspiring DJs?
“I don’t know if the advice that I would give them works
today. Which kinda sucks,” he says.
“Try to be original, try to have some kind of signature,
something that people will remember you by.You always
need to have some kind of curve ball.”
Townes won’t be drawn on what his curve ball is though.
“You know what, if I tell you what my curve ball is then
it’s not a curve ball.You have to throw something that
doesn’t fit, but it fits so perfect, and that curve ball has
to be played at the right time,” he says.
For now Townes says he will continue to spin the tunes
people love and keep throwing those curve balls. (LL)
Dec 14,The Ivy, 4/330 George St, Sydney, $35+bf,
9254 8100, moshtix.com.au

Jack Johnson: From Here
to Now to You is the name
of the tour and what a
journey it’s been for Mr
Johnson. He’s up to his
sixth studio album of the
same name, which he says
was inspired by his trip to
the Hawaiian Islands last
year. He also enlisted the
help of some top individuals
including producer Mario
Caldato Jr as well as an
appearance from good
friend Ben Harper. This
night will be a feel-good
frolic under the stars.
Tues, Dec 10th, Sydney Opera
House
Alicia Keys & John
Legend: It’s a pairing
that R&B fans’ dreams are
made of and they’re hitting

Sydney in a mammoth
arena. American artists with
voices that would melt
the hardest of hearts, both
artists have solidified their
talents firmly in the history
of R&B. Alicia Keys holds
one of the most distinctive
female voices in music, with
her consistent churn of
hits including Fallin’, No One,
and If I Ain’t Got You. John
Legend’s smooth soulful
voice has been hitting
our ears since 2004 with
his hits including Ordinary
People, Used To Love You and
Green Light. (CD)
Wed, Dec 11th, Allphones
Arena, Olympic Park

CLOUDY WITH A
CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 2

This is another solid
entertaining film from Sony
Pictures. Between the Saturday
Night Live alumni voice actors
and the pun-filled script, this
sequel ticks all the right boxes
for both adults and children.
Special mention should be
made of the food-animals.
Clever creations such as a
taco/crocodile that becomes
a ‘tacodile’ and a watermelon/
elephant that becomes a
‘watermelephant’ provide
continuous amusement
throughout. (LL)
WWW½

Photo: Clay Enos

The sequel to 2009’s Cloudy
with a Chance of Meatballs
picks up exactly eight minutes
after the end of the first
animated film.
Flint Lockwood (Bill Hader)
gets the opportunity to work
with his idol Chester V (Will
Forte) at Live Corp thanks
to the worldwide recognition
from his infamous machine.
It soon becomes apparent
that Lockwood’s machine is
churning out menacing foodanimal hybrids and he must
reunite with his friends to save
the day... again.

KILL YOUR DARLINGS

Too frequently, films portraying
artists fail to capture the
creative process. Yet John
Krokidas’ Kill Your Darlings
accurately succeeds.
This biopic depicts the
inception of the ‘Beat
Generation’ tracing Allen
Ginsberg’s (Daniel Radcliffe)
early years at Columbia
University, and the vitally
inspirational and debauched
friendships he forms with
Lucien Carr (Dane DeHaan),
the gloriously decadent
William Burroughs (Ben
Foster) and Jack Kerouac (Jack
Huston).

When Carr’s fatally obsessed
older mentor, David
Kammerer (Michael C.Hall),
dies as a result of Carr’s
‘honour-slaying’, Ginsberg falls
deeper into Carr’s frightening
yet alluring world of sexual
and creative discovery.
Eventually developing the
literary distinctiveness that
led to his fame as America’s
foremost beat poet.
The recurring expression “It’s
complicated” describes the
tone of a film both enchanting
and laden with ambiguity. (SC)
WWWW

ONE CHANCE
In the tradition of Billy Elliot
and The Full Monty comes the
new British film One Chance. It
is based on the true story of
Paul Potts, winner of the first
season of Britain’s Got Talent.
The film chronicles Potts’ life
prior to BGT and his journey
towards stardom. Growing
up in the working-class town
of Bristol, England, Potts
develops a love and passion
for opera. His overbearing

father rubbishes his ambitions
of being an opera singer. A
mobile phone salesperson by
day, opera singer by night, this
is a rags-to-riches tale.
James Corden is delightful
to watch as the accidentprone Paul Potts, and entirely
believable.
This is a heartwarming, feelgood film with some laughout-loud moments. (VP)
WWW½

captivating a generation of
readers and moviegoers
alike. (MM) WWW½
HOW I LIVE NOW Daisy
(Saoirse Ronan), a wilful
American teenager, is sent to
spend summer with her English
cousins on a rural property. Just
as she begins to revel in their
pastoral existence, they are
suddenly caught up in a violent
military state as war breaks
out in contemporary Britain.

Tropfest makes a splash this
year with 16 finalists from a
diverse talent pool. Genres
to be screened will include
comedy, drama, thriller,
documentary, mockumentary
and animation.
Tropfest organisers have
selected the finalists with
diversity in mind, and an eye
on bringing out topical themes
portrayed in a special way. For
example, some of the more
interesting heroes in this
year’s competition will be gay
bikies, werewolves, peoplesmuggling taxi drivers, ‘Squirrel
King’, New York street
photographers, and winningobsessed amateur charades
players. All of these films treat

their themes with creativity
and innovation.
This year also sees the
introduction of a new category
for films shot on stills-cameras.
Nearly half of the entries
submitted were shot entirely
on DSLR and Tropfest have
decided to recognise this new
medium.
Celebs to look out for during
this year’s submissions are,
Alan Fletcher (Dr Karl,
Neighbours), Gigi Edgely
(Rescue: Special Ops) and David
‘The Wolfman’ Williams of the
Manly Sea Eagles Rugby League
team. (LC)

Dec 8, Brazilian Fields,
Centennial Park, Sydney, free,
tropfest.com

Tropfest finalists

DELIVERY MAN

NIGHT TRAIN
TO LISBON
Raimund Gregorius (Jeremy
Irons) is a high school teacher
leading an uninspiring life as
a divorcee until he rescues
a lady from jumping off a
bridge. His obsession with a
book he finds in her jacket is
the catalyst to an adventure
in Lisbon. There he revisits a
political chapter in Portugal’s
history and a mix of adventure,
romance, and intrigue
ultimately restores his faith
in life.
Night Train To Lisbon is
successful on a dramatic

THE HUNGER GAMES:
CATCHING FIRE The story
continues as victors of the 74th
Annual Hunger Games, Katniss
Everdeen (Jennifer Lawrence)
and Peeta Mellark (Josh
Hutcherson), are coerced into a
“victory tour” of the districts.
This respectable sequel will
entrance moviegoers. The
fast-paced action sequences
surpass those of the original.
Credit must be given to The
Hunger Games franchise for

TROPFEST 2013

Kevin Macdonald directs a
beautifully told story of a violent
future, whilst the young cast,
led by Irish actress Ronan, is
superb. (CC) WWWW
CARRIE If Carrie was an
original movie without a
well-known history, it would
have people peering through
gaps between their fingers.
Julianne Moore is on fire lately;
she’s absolutely terrifying as
the fundamentalist Christian

literary platform, but fails
to ignite on film. Mystery
and suspense quickly deflate
owing to a tedious story
downgraded by laborious
storytelling techniques that
involve extended flashbacks
and voice-overs.
Flawless performances by a
brilliant cast and exquisite
cinematography showcasing
the panoramic views of
Portugal don’t compensate for
a mundane script. (MM)
WW½ Limited release
mother, and Chloe Grace Moretz
is brilliant as vacant-on-theoutside-tormented-on-the-inside
Carrie. (AE) WWW½
ON MY WAY is a delightful
‘dramedy’ starring Catherine
Deneuve and is highly
recommended for audiences
who enjoy French cinema.
Bettie (Deneuve) is in her 60s
and elegant, yet childish. She is
far removed from stereotypical
characters of her age and

Delivery Man tells the story of
underachiever and bum, David
Wozniak (Vince Vaughn) and
his path to parenthood. The
film is a remake of the French/
Canadian film Starbuck made
in 2011 by the same director,
Ken Scott.
Due to David’s anonymous
sperm donations 20 years
previous, he becomes the
father of 533 children and
faces an array of problems whether he should reveal his
identity and become an active
father, being rejected by his
pregnant girlfriend (Cobie

audiences will warm to her owing
to Deneuve’s cheeky portrayal
and the humorous script that
is wickedly funny at times.
On My Way’s story builds slowly
but once the craziness of the road
trip transpires, audiences should
be captivated. (MM) WWW
BLACKFISH There is something
chilling and yet strangely beautiful
about the image of a killer whale
haunting its prey. Perhaps even
more so when the prey is a human.

Smulders), lack of money and a
lawsuit against him.
Vaughn just about carries this
film through, but it’s nothing
to write home about. The
concept is implausible and the
‘comedy’ is not really funny.
There are few heartfelt
moments and the question
is addressed whether
anyone is really ever ready
for parenthood. There is a
sense of faith in overcoming
problems, but don’t expect
much more than that. (LK)
WW½

The complex story behind these
images is unravelled in Blackfish, a
documentary about Tilikum, the
performing killer whale that killed
several people whilst in captivity.
Using a combination of interviews
and archival footage, Tilikum’s
story is told without judgment or
bias. Rather, filmmaker Gabriela
Cowperthwaite, comments on
humanity’s relationship with
nature and our inability to
control it. (ATS) WWWW
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FREEWILLASTROLOGY
by Rob Brezsny

a

ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Sometimes I think too
fast and too much. My logic
gets sterile. My ideas become
jagged and tangled. When this
happens, I head off to Turtle
Back Hill for a hike through the
saltwater marsh. The trail loops
around on itself, and I arrive
back where I started in about
15 minutes. Sometimes I keep
walking, circumambulating four
or five times. Going in circles
like this seems to help me
knit together my fragmented
thoughts. Often, by the time
I’m finished, my mind feels
unified. I recommend you find
your own version of this ritual,
Aries. From what I can tell, you
need to get rounder and softer.

b

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
In the mid-19th century,
French art was dominated by
the government-sponsored
Salon, whose conservative
policies thwarted upcoming
new trends like Impressionism.
One anti-authoritarian painter
who rebelled was Camille
Pissarro. “What is the best
way to further the evolution of
French art?” he was asked.
“Burn down the Louvre,” he
replied. The Louvre, as you
may know, was and still is a
major art museum in Paris.
Judging from your current
astrological omens, I surmise
that you might want to make a
symbolic statement equivalent
to Pissarro’s. It’s time for you
to graduate from traditions that
no longer feed you so you can
freely seek out new teachers
and influences.

C

GEMINI (May 21-June
20): “Lead us not into
temptation, and deliver us
from evil,” is a request that
Christians make of God when
they say the Lord’s Prayer. If
we define “temptation” as an
attraction to things that feel
good even though they’re bad
for you, this part of the prayer is
perfectly reasonable. But what if
“temptation” is given a different
interpretation? What if it means
an attraction to something
that feels pleasurable and will
ultimately be healthy for you
even though it initially causes
disruptions? I suggest you
consider experimenting with this
alternative definition, Gemini.
For now, whatever leads you
into temptation could possibly
deliver you from evil.

d

CANCER (June 21-July 22):
“You get tragedy where
the tree, instead of bending,
breaks,” said the philosopher
Ludwig Wittgenstein. But you
don’t have to worry about
that outcome, Cancerian. The
storm might howl and surge,
but it will ultimately pass. And
although your tree may bend
pretty far, it will not break. Two
weeks from now, you won’t be
mourning your losses, but rather
celebrating your flexibility and
resilience. Congratulations in
advance!

e

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):
It’s a perfect time to
start reclaiming some of the
superpowers you had when
you were a child. What’s that
you say? You didn’t have any
superpowers? That’s not true.
Before you entered adolescence,

you could see things and know
things and feel things that were
off-limits, even unknown, to
most adults. You possessed a
capacity to love the world with
wild purity. Your innocence
allowed you to be in close touch
with the intelligence of animals
and the spirits of the ancestors.
Nature was so vividly alive to you
that you could hear its songs.
Smells were more intense. The
dreams you had at night were
exciting and consoling. Your
ability to read people’s real
energy -- and not be fooled by
their social masks -- was strong.
Remember?

f

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Not all darkness is bad.
You know that. Sometimes you
need to escape from the bright
lights. It can be restorative to sit
quietly in the pitch blackness
and drink in the mystery of the
Great Unknown. The same is
true for silence and stillness and
aloneness. Now and then you’ve
got to retreat into their protective
sanctuary. Dreaming big empty
thoughts in the tranquil depths
can heal you and recharge you.
The magic moment has arrived
for this kind of rejuvenation,
Virgo.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
In the movie Clueless,
the character played by Alicia
Silverstone describes someone
as a “full-on Monet.” What she
means is that the person in
question is like a painting by
the French Impressionist artist
Claude Monet. “From far away,
it’s OK,” says Silverstone. “But
up close, it’s a big old mess.”
You may still be at the far-away
point in your evaluation of a

g

certain situation in your own life,
Libra. It appears interesting, even
attractive, from a distance. When
you draw nearer, though, you
may find problems. That doesn’t
necessarily mean you should
abandon it altogether. Maybe
you can fix the mess so it’s as
engaging up-close as it is from
far away.

h

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Your power animal for the
coming months is the Bateleur
eagle of Africa. In the course
of searching for its meals, it
covers about 250 square miles
every day. It thinks big. It has a
spacious scope. I hope you get
inspired by its example, Scorpio.
In 2014, I’d love to see you
enlarge the territory where you
go hunting for what you want.
Fate will respond favorably if
you expand your ideas about
how to gather the best allies
and resources. As for this week,
I suggest you get very specific
as you identify the goals you will
pursue in the coming months by
exploring farther and wider.

i

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22Dec. 21): The standard
dictionary says that “righteous”
is a word that means virtuous
and highly moral. The slang
dictionary says that “righteous”
describes someone or
something that’s absolutely
genuine and wonderful.
Urbandictionary.com suggests
that “righteous” refers to the
ultimate version of any type of
experience, especially “sins of
pleasure” like lust and greed.
According to my analysis, the
coming week will be jampacked
with righteousness for you.

Which of the three definitions
will predominate? It’s possible
you will embody and attract all
three types.

j

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): In the dreams you’re
having at night, Capricorn, I
bet you’re traveling through
remote landscapes in all kinds
of weather. Maybe you’re
recreating the voyage of the
Polynesian sailors who crossed
hundreds of miles of Pacific
Ocean to find Hawaii 1,500
years ago. Or maybe you’re
hiking through the Darkhad
Valley, where the Mongolian
steppe meets Siberia’s vast
forests. It’s possible you’re
visiting places where your
ancestors lived or you’re
migrating to the first human
settlement on Mars in the
22nd century. What do dreams
like this mean? I think you’re
trying to blow your own mind.
Your deep self and your higher
wisdom are conspiring to flood
you with new ways of seeing
reality.

k

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
It wouldn’t be too extreme
for you to kiss the ground that
has been walked on by people
you care about deeply. And it
wouldn’t be too crazy to give
your special allies the best gifts
ever, or compose love letters
to them, or demonstrate in
dramatic fashion how amazed
you are by the beautiful truths
about who they really are. This
is a unique moment in your
cycle, Aquarius -- a time when
it is crucial for you to express
gratitude, devotion, and even
reverence for those who have
helped you see what it means to
be fully alive.

l

PISCES (Feb. 19-March
20): In a letter to F. Scott
Fitzgerald, Ernest Hemingway
described his vision of paradise.
It would have a trout stream that
no one but him was permitted
to fish in. He’d own two houses,
one for his wife and children
and one for his nine beautiful
mistresses. There’d be a
church where he could regularly
confess his sins, and he’d have
great seats at an arena where
bull fights took place. From
my perspective, this is a pretty
vulgar version of paradise, but
who am I to judge? I suggest
you draw inspiration from
Hemingway as you come up
with your own earthy, gritty,
funky fantasy of paradise. It’s
an excellent time for you to get
down to earth about your high
ideals and dreamy hopes.

